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ABSTRACT 

This papa argues that the dominant communication media in a society are a primâry 

idluence on the organizational structures that are characteristic of that society. It 

focuses on Western industrialized society, and on bureaucracy as defineci by Max 

Weber. 

Dominant co~~munication media are treated as a societai institution, as defked 

by neoinstitutionalist theonsts. As an institution, they exert a cognitive and normative 

influence on society, legitimating certain orgauizational elements in the environment 

and delegitimating others. Organizations are assembled h m  these legitimated 

elements. Bu~eaucracy, as describeci by Weber, is a creation of the print institution in 

that it is built h m  elements legitimated by the print institution. These elements include 

hierarchy, objectivity, written d e s ,  clear spheres of cornpetence, centralized control and 

separation of person and office. 

The rise of electronic media represents the rise of a new societal institution, 

which will legitimate new elements, and thus lead to new organizational structures. At 

the same tirne, the elements fiom which bureaucraties are built will slowly lose 

legitimacy, and may become handicaps to organizattional success. To be perceived as 

legitirnate, organïzations will have to incorporate a least some of the elements fostered 

by the electronic media institution. These include egalitarian structures, decentralization 

and diilhion of power, temporary structures, and increased subjectivity. 
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CsAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

The medium is the message. 

- Marshall McLuhan 

The Uiauence of media on society has been the subject of sporadic controversy since 

ancient Greeks debated whether the widespread use of writing would degrade 

inteîlechial acuity. With the development of electronic media, the debate has resurfaced. 

Over the past 40 years, media theorists have advanced persuasive arguments that 

co~zzmUtZication media are not merely neutral conveyors of idormation but are, in fact, 

"agents of change" in society. This debate, however, has received little attention in the 

field of organizational theory. Specincaily, the role of communication media has not 

been givm adequate attention in theories on how organizational structures develop and 

change. 

This paper draws on communication and organizationd theories to suggest that 

the dominant communication media in a society are a primary influence on the 

organizational structure characteristic of that society. It is argued that communication 

media exert theV innuence on organizations indirectly, by altering the environment &om 

which organizattiom are built and in which they function. The argument is not 

technology-based, but rooted in sociology - change occurs at the level of the cognitive 

and normative systems of society, and ripples outward to ultimately influence 

organizational structure. 



iden-g the effects at a psycho-social level, rather than at the level of the 

particular technology, offers two potential benefits. First, it offers a meam of 

distinguishing between long-term trends and fa&. Changes that affect the fibre of 

society will clearly have a Iasting impact, compared with those that have iittle or no 

permanent influence on us as human beings. This suggests the second benefit, that it 

offèrs a measure of predïctive value in identifjing probable directions for the evolution 

of organhtional structure. 

The lack of attention paid to cornmunication media in organizational theory can 

be attributed in large part to the nature of media As Innis noted, media work quietly. 

They are also inescapable. Co~~unuaication cannot occur without some medium - be it 

gesture, word, book or cornput-. We work, play, iove, leam immersed in media - often 

a single, dominant set of media, such as print in Western society. The challenge 

becornes how to separate media h m  theu content, to identifL their influence. 

Tba approach taken here is to identifL the properties of media, independent of 

content, and then analyze the influence of these properties within a context that is 

applicable to other communication media and to the structure of organizations. That 

context is institutional theory. 

Specificaily, the argument developed here is that: 

1. the dominant communication media in a society fit the dennition of an 

institution, as developed by neoinstitutionai theorists, 

2. as an institution, the dominant media influence society at a cognitive level 

and support the development of the eIernents h m  which organizations are 

assembleci, 

2 



3. the emergence of new dominant media facilitate the creation of new 

organizational elements, and thus of new orgmkational structures. It aiso 

erodes the legitimacy of organkationai structures that reflect the older media 

institution 

Definitions 

Temiinology is ill-dehed and often contradictory in the literature. This is 

exacerbated by the common and uncritical use of terms such as "media1' in wider 

society. 

For al1 intents and purposes, discussions of contemporary media are discussions 

of the technologies used to transfer messages. However, it is important to distinguish 

between the technology itself - the hardware and software that make out communication 

activities possible - and the psychological and social aspects of media. In this 

discussion, the term "media" is used in an ali encompassing sense, to include both the 

technological and psycho-social aspects. 

The texms "print media" and "electronic media" are used in their broadest sense. 

Print refers to mechanicdy mass produced printed materials. While some of the 

influences discussed here have been traceci to the development of written language, 

particuiarly the simpMed alphaba, they did not have a widespread impact on society 

until Gutenberg unleashed his printing press. Therefore, the primary focus of this 

discussion is on prkt The t e m  elecronic media, while not denned as broadly as by 

McLuhan, is used to refet to media "in which messages are encoded as electronic 



signals, traasmitted, and then decoded?' These include telephone, telegraph, radio, 

television, and personal computers. No distinction is made among the specinc 

communication vehicles - the discussion focuses on the overarching properties and 

influences of these broad media categories. 

"Society" and "culture" are used interchangeably, generally to refer to "the 

complex of shared concepts and patterns of learned behavior that are handed down fiom 

one generation to the next through the means of language and imitation."' The inclusion 

of language in this definition implies the use of communication media to t d t  

culture. Patterns of leamed behavior and shared concepts are as intrinsic to the 

organizational workplace as they are to society at large. Unless otheiwise noted, the 

discussion refm ody to Western industsiaiized society. 

"Bureauctacy" refets to the ideal organbtional type identifieci by Max Weber. 

No distinction is made between bureaucraties in the public and private sectors. 

Discussion of organizationai form is iimited to bureaucracy and the potential 

organizational structures that may supersede it as the dominant mode of organking in an 

electronic world. 

A Cautious Approach 

niere are several potential pitfds to this line of study. There is a ternptation to 

attribute too much to the impact of a particdar set of communication media The 

1 Joshua Mepwitz, No S m e  of Place: Th4 Impact of Electronic Media on Social 
BehaMor (New York: Oxford Universiîy Press, 1985), 332. 

' Victor Bamouw, Culture and Personality @omewood, Ill.: The Dorsey Press, 
1985), 5. 



printhg press took hold at a time when many other events were shaping European 

society. As a r d t ,  it can assume neither fbll credit nor full blame for contemporary 

perceptions of reality, only for exerting an inauence. Innis recognized this in his 

deliberate use of the word "facilitated" in bis work on the relationship between 

communication and empires. That he was criticized for this is an indication of the 

influence of p e t ,  which facilitates linear simplicity and clear-cut answers? 

While it is easy to overstate the infiuence of communication media @mis was 

accused of this, too4), it is also easy to atûiibute too little. A technology with the power 

of the p ~ t i n g  press or electronic media can pervade many areas of society - cultural, 

political, educational, economic, scientinc, business - and yet not be obvious to those 

affected. Hence the characterization of the print revolution as a "quiet" rev~lution.~ The 

impact is offen detennined only h m  a distance, and in broad bmh ternis. 

A third danger is that of falling into the trap of "typographicall' thought. There is 

a tendency in the Iiterature, ths papa included, to apply hear  sequencing to events, 

seeing them as building blocks inevitably leading to today's circumstances. As previous 

explorers on this path have wamed, "To interpret the histoncal si@cance of an event 

h m  the surety of hindsight may be to impose order and continuity where none 

3 Patrick Bratlinger offers this criticism of Innis in Bread and Cireuses: T h e o h  
of Mars Culture as Social Demy (New York. ComeU University Press, 1983), 267. 

4 Sut W y ,  "Communications and the Materiaikt Conception of History: Marx, 
Innis and Technology," Continuum: nie Aurhalian J~(ntaI of Media & Culture, 7, 
no. 1 (1 993) üoumal on-line 1; available h m  http://humpc6 1 .murdoch.edu.au/ 
-cntinuum/7- 1lJhaiiy.html; Intemec accessed 1 8 June 1997. 

' Elizabeth Eisenstein, "The Impact of Print on Western Society and Thought," 
Journal of Madem History, 40, (1968), 41. 



existW6 Nonetheles, we must use the tools at hanci, and for the time being, those 

tools remain print based. 

A nnal p i t f i  is technological determinism. It is easy to lose sight of the fact 

that of all our technologies, communicaiïon media are perhaps the most profoundly 

reflective of the human mind They are the most intimate and personal of the 

technologies, and the means by which we are able to orgauize, h m  large, complex 

societies to srnail txibes. Communication media do not detennine who we are, but they 

do d o w  us to emphasize one or another aspect of our nature. They heighten, possibly 

to the point of distortion, huma. characteristics and tendencies, but they cannot force us 

to become what we are not. As McLuhan, ûng and 0th- have note& the shift between 

media is a shift in ernphasis, not in kind. While media act upon society, they are at the 

same time its products and as such are also acted upon by society. 

McLuhan argued that it is impossible to analyze a media shift while participating 

in it, for "at no time has any culture been aware of the e f f i t  of its media on its overall 

association, not even retrospectively."' If this is so, then why bother at all? The 

exercise offers an opportunity to revisit accepted explanations and challenge our 

understanding of our society and what we call reality. That, in itself, is reason enough. 

George Cheney and Steven L. Vibbert, "Corporate Discourse: Public Relations 
and Issue Management," in Hmdbook of Organitationd Communication, Fredric M .  
Jablin, et al., eds., (Newbiiyy Park, Ca: Sage Publications, 1987), 166. 

Marshaü McLuhan, Counter BZart (Toronto: McCleIland and Stewart, 1969), 
22-23, quoted in Arthur Kroker, Technology and the Canadian Mind: 
InnilrMcLuhadGrant (Montreal: New World Perspectives, l984), 57. 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Iniluence of Media on Society 

For the "message" of any medium or technoiogy U the change of scale 

orpace orpattent that it introduces into human afairs. 

- Marshall Mduhan 

There is a growing body of literature arguing that comm~cation media are not merely 

neutral conveyors of information but that they ifluence the shape and direction a 

society takes. They do not do so through the specific technology, or even the content 

they transmit, but through abstnict properties that shape infornation flows and ou. 

perceptions of society and our world. 

Much of the literature treats media as "agents of change", pinpointing the 

change as the point at which a major shift between communication media occurs. The 

impact of media on society, therefore, is analyzed in terms of these major shifts. 

There is less agreement on exactly when a fidamental shifi occurs. Some 

authors identifjr the shift h m  oral to script culture as critical. Others see the critical 

point as the creation of movable type and the printing press. Still others argue the 

development of the simplified alphabet, in combination with one of these two shifts, was 

the catalyst for societal change. Recently, the emagence of electronic media has been 

identifieci as the harbinger of a similady fùndamental shiR 

The literature, nonetheless, is agreeâ that media have exerted an influence on 

societal development and, in broad tams, is agrced upon the general characteristics of 

this shift, even if not upon exactly when the shift occurred. 

7 



Much of the work in this field has focused on media shifh rooted in antiqWty or 

in medieval or Renaissance Europe. This is because of what Innis termed the 

"subversivet' nature of media Media shifts are evolutionary, working slowly, without 

being recognized or understood, tmtil the media bawme such an integral part of a 

culture that it is difficult to recognize their influence. It takes the introduction of a new 

and very different set of media to offer the vantage point h m  which to see the infiuence 

of the old - the point McLuhan made when he argued that we can only understand the 

impact of media h m  a distance and after the fact. It is no coincidence, therefore, that 

careful analyses of the influence of print have only occurred in the past 40 years. the 

same period that electronic media were becoming widespread. The emergence of 

electronic media has provideci the perspective to undersfaad the shift h m  oral to print 

socieîy. 

There are three basic streams of work that most media theorists draw on: the 

bias of media and creation of lmowledge monopolies, in the work of Harold Innis; 

media as expanding the human sensoriwn, developed by Walter Ong and Marshall 

McLuhan; and the historical perspective, Linking trends in society with the development 

of a medium, typified by the work of Elizabeth Eisenstein on the printing press. 

Innis: Empùes and Media Bias 

Harold Innis is the seminal thidcet on the macro level influence of media on the 

structure of a society. Innis argued that every communication medium "has an 



important influence on the dissemination of information over space and over tirne"' and 

that this tendency influences the culture in which the medium is dominant, Media 

which are durable emphasize time and favor decentralization and hierarchical 

institutions. Those that are more fhgile but lighter, emphasize space, and favor 

centraiization and less hierarchical stru~tures.~ 

Innis argues that this bias of media affects the fiow of information and the 

source of authority, encouraging the establishment of monopolies of power by religious 

or secular organïzations. A cuiture that relies on spatially-oriented media tends to be 

centraiized and secular. The portability of the media aiiows control to remain at the 

center of the society, while its relative hgiiity encourages a focus on the present, 

heIping to locate authority in secular and military positions. A cultue using 

temporally-oriented media tends to be decentralized and religious. The lack of either 

portability or widespread availability of the media discourages wide dissemination of 

information, and encourages a focus on the .  This supports monopolies of power by 

religious organizations. 

As Kuhns notes, Innis distinguishes between media oniy by their spatial or 

temporal b i s?  He does not address content; the impact of a medium is only through its 

tendency to distriiute information over time or space, not in terms of what information 

is being disîriiuted. This Ieads him to treat apparently disparate media, such as 

1 Harold Innis, The Bias of Communication (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1951), 33. 

3 William Kuhns, TIie Post-lndustnàl Prophets: 1nterpretation.s of Technology 
(New York: Weighbright and Talley, 197 l), 146. 

9 



parchment and clay tablets, as having the same temporal bias and thus a similar impact 

on a society's structure, while classiQing apparently simiiar media, such as parchment 

and paper, as temporally-biased and spatiaily-biased respectively, with Merent 

influences on societies. 

Innis also places communication media within a wider social and economic 

context, as part of a web that includes the language (oral or Wntten, cuneiform, 

alphabetic, pictograph), the writing tool (styIus, chisel, brush, pen), cost of materiais, 

plus portability, durability and ease of reproduction, and on a broader level, local 

political machinations and culturai and political inauences of competing empires. 

This approach offers an explanation as to why printing, which was developed 

fïrst in China, had relatively little impact until the time of Gutenberg, when it could be 

combined with a ready supply of cheap paper and the simplified alphabet. It was the 

three developments - the simplüied alphabet, the printing press and cheap paper - that 

Innis believes led to an extreme spatial bias in Western society. Innis argues that print is 

inherently biased toward space, and when combined with cheap production became 

widely accessible to an extent unprecedented in human history. The dominance of the 

spatial bias overwhehed any temporal infiuences, and resultd in a bureaucratie and 

secular society. 

For Innis, inherent in the bias of each medium was its own reversal and 

cancellation.' He saw the dominance of a single b i s  as a sign of instability in a 

society, leading to a buildup of a monopoly that invites competition h m  a new medium 

- - 

4 Kmker, Technology and the Canadian Mind, 1 03. 
10 



and a countervaiiing b is .  The stability of an empire depends upon achieving a balance 

between the two biases: 

They [societies] have tended to flourish under conditions in which 
civilization reflects the influence of more than one medium and in which 
the bias of one medium toward decentraîization is ofçet by the bias of 
another medium toward centralization? 

Such balance is rare, however, and Innis argues thaî, more often, a power 

monopoly buiids up under one bias until it eventuaüy sparks a backlash in the form of a 

new medium h m  the other bias. The unprecedented strength and dwation of the 

spatiai bias makes Western society ripe for backlash; the nse of a medium with a 

temporal bias. This, according to Innis, appeared in the forrn of electronic media. In 

reincorporating hearing as a key component of comm~cation, electronic media have 

more in common with oral culture, which is temporally biased, than with 

spatially-biased print culture. The nse of electronic media, then, is shifting Western 

society toward a temporal bias. 

Most of uinis' work in communication is rooted in detaiid analyses of ancient 

societies, and the fi-amework of temporal or spatial bias is difficult to apply to emerging 

technologies. Innis looked for broad brush pattems across societies and over centuries, 

and the sweeping nature of his concepts and the complexity of the relationships he 

described, combined with his often obtuse writing style, Limits the predictive value of 

bis theories. Indeed, he was not attempting to f'rame his concepts of bias and 

idormation pathways in a predictive manned' The strength of Innis' contribution lies in 

s Innis, Bim of Communication, 7. 

6 Kuhns, Pm-Indtc~tnÙI Prophets, 1 5 1. 

11 



demonstrating the plausibility of media as working subtly to influence the basic 

structure of a society, and in particular, in his articulation of the spatial-temporal bias 

dichotomy, which has been the basis for much subsequent analysis- 

Ong and MeLuhan: The Himan Sensoriim 

Waiter Ong and Marshall McLuhan are representative of the second stream of 

media theory, which focuses on changes in the role of human senses in communication. 

Like Innis, Ong and McLuhan look not at the content but at the intrinsic qualities 

of communication media. It is not that content is irrelevant, but that change occurs 

because of the simple existence of the medium. That is the thought behind McLuhan's 

"medium is the message" - perhaps one of the most misuseci slogans of the tirne. 

Content, he says, blinds us to the character of the medium - the real "message" of any 

medium is the "change of scale, or pace or pattern," that it introduces into human 

&airs.' 

Ong and McLuhan locate the locus of change intemally, within the human 

psyche, rather than externally as does Innis. Innis sees media as directly influencing the 

broad structures of society through shaping information flows and fostering monopolies 

of howledge and thus of power. For Ong and McLuhan, the impact is less direct: 

Media, by altering the environment, wake in us unique ratios of sense 
perceptions. The extension of any one sense aiters the way we think and 
act - the way we perceive the world. When these ratios change, men 
change.' 

7 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: me Extensions of Man (Toronto: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), 8. 

s Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg GaZq (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1962), 56. 

12 



Media maLe subtle adjustments in the interplay of human senses. and in doing so, 

change the way people conceptualize. The change occurs within the individual and 

ripples out into society. 

Ong argues that "cui~~ves Vary grealy in their exploitation of the various senses 

and in the way in which they relate their conceptual apparatus to the various sen se^."^ 

The media that a culture uses inauence this exploitation Ong divides cultures into three 

successive stages: oral or oral-aural, relying on the spoken word; script, including the 

invention of the alphabet aud of movable type; and electroaic, combiaing script/print 

and oral communication. While Ong and McLuhan agree that the important change is 

fiom co~ll~llunication media dominateci by sound to those where sight dominates, they 

disagree on when this &.if€ o c c d  McLuhan appears to locate the key shift fiom oral 

to visual culture in the development of Gutenberg's printing press, suggesting that script 

culture has more in common with oral culture than with print culture. Ong reflects 

Innis' view that the development of the simplified alphabet was the starting point for the 

shift fkom oral to print culture. It was at this point that the sense of hearing began to 

decline in relative importance to the sense of sight in communication - the oral-aura1 

world of the pre-alphabetic cultures gave way to the visuai world of the script and 

printing cultures. The printing press merely accelerated this process. 

Ong argues that the declinhg mie of sound in communication media that 

accompanied the development of alphabetic Wfiting shifted Western culture's 

relationship with time. Sound, which dominates in an oral culture, is irrevocably linked 

9 Walter S.J. Ong, The Presence of the Word: Some Prolegomena for Culrural 
and Re&ious History (New Haven Yale University Press, l967), 3. 

13 



with time in that words exist only as long they take to pass out of hearing. The spoken 

word is an event in tirne, which canmt be h z e n  in the process of occturing. One can 

take a photograph that *es a motion, or slow down, speed up or h e z e  a video 

image, but one cannot fkze a word as it is being spoken or heard. This leads to a 

culture whose members perceive reaüty more as simultaneous than as sequential. 

This is perhaps best Uustrated in Ong's compatison of the concept of history in 

oral and print cultures. Oral cultures have no history in the modern sense. The past is 

integrated into daily Me, through custom, ceremony, cultural activities and sociai 

institutions. It is immediate and personal, not distant or abstract. In script and prïnt 

cultures, however, the past is conveyed primady through written records, which are 

more impersonal and tend to place events at a greater distance fiom the present. This 

encourages perceptions of events as sequential. 

This sequentiaVsimdtaneous dichotomy also underlies McLuhan's criticism that 

print divorces action h m  reaction: "Perhaps the most signincant of the gifts of 

typography to man is that of detachment and noninvolvement - the power to act without 

reacting."1° This detachment is another aspect of the sequential outlook of print Society. 

Print fosters a world view that is sequential because it allows events to be isolated, 

ordered and placed at a distance. Orai communication fosters a sense of simultaneity 

built on the immediate and transitory nature of face-to-face communication; oral 

cultures act and react at the same time. The visual can be stopped in tirne; the oral-aura1 

cannot. 

IO McLuhan, Understanding Media, 1 73. 
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For Ong, this sequential world view is exacerbateci by the nahue of the alphabet, 

which is highly abstract. Letters have no meaning on their own, but oniy in the proper 

sequence. U d k e  pictographs or hierogiyphics, letters do not convey imagery or portray 

in any intuitive sense what they name. Where writing by pictures or characters conjures 

up images descn'bed by many words, each arrangement of letters creates oniy one word. 

Thus, Ong points out, the alphabet imposes a sense of order and control unluiown in oral 

cultures. It organizes words in space, ad& permanence and creates consistency. 

This fosters a culture that over-emphasizes the concept of literal meaning. In 

oral culture, skilled storytellers do not attempt to recite stories verbatim but use verbal 

formulas and stereotypes to conjure images that will accurately convey meaning. This is 

both less precise and more complex, conveying messages heavy in symbolism. 

However, 

An alphabetic culture, which puts a premium on visualist qualities such as 
s h q  outline and clear-cut sequence, is likely to regard the literal meaning, 
in the sense of plain or dennite meaning, as something altogether 
wholesome and altogether desirable, and to regard other remote, perhaps 
more profoundly symbolic, meanings with disfavor.." 

Personai, subjective, complex messages are screened out in favor of abstract, 

precise and literal messages. 

Ong stresses that it is the mix of senses used in communication that changes with 

media: 'What happened with the emergence of alphabetic typography was not that man 

discovered the use of his eyes but that he began to iink visual perception to verbalization 

I I  Ong, Presence of the Word, 47. 



to a degree previously unknow11."~~ McLuhan also reflects this view but is more 

emphatic, arguing that, in the case of print at least, the sense of sight has been isolated 

and extendeci to the point where it dominates ai i  other senses, creating a "cultural 

stupor" or numbness to its effects. 

McLuhan and ûng agree that electronic media share the characteristics of oral 

society. McLuhan descri'bes electronic media as "inclusive" and "participational" rather 

than hgmenting and specialist as b the wrîtten word? Electronic media eliminate 

detachment and abolish spatial dimension, because "everybody in the world bas to Live 

in the utmost proximity created by our electronic involvement in one another's lives." l4 

This is McLuhan's global tribal village, where events h m  around the world appear in 

our living rooms every night. 

Ong agrees with McLuhan's global village with one qualification. The village is 

not tribal because it is impossible to retum to a pre-print condition, "for media in their 

success do not cancel out one another but build on one a~other."'~ Electmnic media are 

fostering a renewd emphasis on sound, making our culture more oral-aural. This, Ong 

argues, creates a new relationship with time, rehtroducing a sense of simuitaneity. 

13 McLuhan, Understanding Media, 82-87. 

14 rbid., 35. 

1s Ong, Presence of the Word, 89. 
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A sense of simultaneity is a mark of both early oral culture and of 
electronic culture, a sense of sequentiality (one-thing-fier-another) with a 
relateci stress on causality is the mark of chirographic and typographie 
culture. l6 

However, Ong argues that in tnily oral-aura1 cultures, the sense of simultaneity is 

created by the lack of records, There is no underlying sequentiaiist world view. 

Simultaneity in the electronic world, however, is due to the speed at which events occur. 

We still have the same sequential outlook, but contemporary events are communicated 

with such speed that the perception of sequence disappears. 

Ong aiso argues that oral cultures do not produce individual thinlcers "as do 

cultures where writing, and particularly the alphabet, has become deeply interiorized and 

given the individual relative independence of the tribe." Rather, in oral cultures thought 

develops "in a c o m m d y  strucured glacier where individualized activity was quickly 

ency sted" . ' 
Like Innis, Ong concentrates his discussions on pre-alphabetic and print culture. 

He suggests that electronic media are shifting us to a more oral culture, but does not 

develop that line of thought. Rather, he appears to suggest that the complexity of this 

shift makes it difficult, if not impossible to analyze: 

What is said and written and printed may be determined more and more by 
the shape which electronics and sound give to social organization and to 
human life generally. What we are faced with today is a sensonum not 
merely extended by various media but also so renectted and refiacted inside 
and outside itself in so many directions as to be thus far utterIy 
bewildering. Our situation is one of more and more complicated 
interacti~ns.'~ 

16 Ibid., 91. 

17 Ibid., 40. 



Although he resisted the idea of a stnictured theory, McLuhan does outline a 

general theory of media change. His three-step process involves; a) the introduction of a 

new technology that extends one or another huma. sense; b) the expansion of that 

technology until its pervasiveness numbs us to its cbracteristics; and c) a backlash and 

reversal that produces an opposite form.lg However, as is generally characteristic of his 

work, this theory is more suggested than M y  developed and offered for its ability to 

stimulate discussion. 

Eisenstein: Print in Historical Perspective 

Elizabeth Eisenstein takes a sharply Werent approach. An historian, Eisenstein 

analyzes the changes that swept Europe £tom the Middle Ages through to the 19th 

century and concludes that the printing press was a principal "agent of change" driving 

these events. 

Eisenstein sees the key shift as not fiom oral to visual culture, but fiom an image 

culture to a word cultureo To a certain extent she locates the change intemaiiy, in the 

perceptions print encourages or discourages through its physical properties. This does 

not, however, create new directions for a society, but merely heightens tendencies 

aiready present. There is no shift in the use of human senses; rather, the change she 

focuses on is h m  one visually-bstsed medium to another. Eisenstein also places a much 

20 Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Printing P m .  us an A g a  of Change (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1979), 67. 
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higher priority on the content of print in determinhg its impact. As a remit, Eisenstein 

sees media as less subversive in nature than the other theorists discussed. 

Rather than a broad theory on media and change, Eisenstein offers a 

comprehensïve and carefiil histoncal documentation of the properties of print based on 

its role in the development of contemporary Western culture- She attrï'butes the rise of a 

number of concepts underpinning Western îhought to the rise of printing - 

individualism, history, progress and rationalism among the principal ones. 

Eisenstein also explores the time/space theme, in the context of the development 

of the contemporary view of history. Print pmvided the means with which to order 

ancient wotks according to the period in which they were created. For the fint tirne, al1 

scholars were able to share a fked point of reference in tirne and space, pinpointhg 

where and when a work was created. This fostered a rationalized view of history, as a 

sequence of events and placed antiqu.  at a much greater distance h m  the 

contemporary world. 

The importance Eisenstein places on the content of print is illustrated by her 

analysis of the rise of individuaüsm. She sees individualism as a byproduct of the 

practice by printers of using standardized illustrations in their books. The same 

illustration would be used repeatedly to portray different towns, or the same portrait to 

portray any nobleman. This led readers to compare their towns or local gentry with the 

stereotypes they saw in books, highlighting local or personal idiosyncrasies. Further, 

books preserved these idiosyncrasies and encouraged public airing of private thoughts. 

"Book leaming" encouraged a sense of independence as more people became self 

taught, and "cut the bonds of subordination which kept pupils and apprentices under the 
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tutelage of a given master.'"' Intellectual property rights fieed craftsmen from the 

guilds and gave individuals fame and notorkty. The result was a new sense of 

individuaiism. 

At the same time, print helped set new, consistent standards for personai and 

public behavior 

Iiistead of a cross-fire of gossip conveying =dom impressions about what 
was expected, or haphazard interpretations of what a sermon meant, came 
books that set forth. . . precise codes for behavior that godiy householders 
should observe. These codes were known to others - to relatives and 
neighbors - as weli as to oneselfP 

These are not new impulses, h m  Eisenstein's point of view - "Those ârives 

toward rationalization and systematic organization which were already present in 

Western culture could be much more effectively implemented after printing than before; 

while scientific data collection was placed on an entirely new basis by the 

communications shifLWu However, because Eisenstein focuses only on the 

post-Gutenberg era, it is unclear whether she would view these characteristics as 

intrinsic to human nature or as an outgrowth of alphabetic culture. Nonetheless, prinrs 

role was to strengthen existing tendencies, not to create new ones. 

Like Ong, Eisenstein notes that print facilitateci the creation of new knowledge. 

She argues that the enriched pool of knowleâge created by the accessibiiity of p ~ t  Ied 

to the dehierate creation of knowledge by individuaIs. Sedentary scholars were less 

-- - 

2 f Ibid., 244. 

22 Ibid,, 429. 

23 Ibid., 379. 



likely to be engrossed with a single work and more likely to c o d t  the p w i n g  anay of 

works available in bookstores and liraries. During the Medievai period, the search for 

tnith took the form of the recovety of traditional knowledge. However, the growth in 

books meant more opportunity to consult a variety of diffetent texts and "thus also made 

more probable the formulation of new intellectual combinations and pemiutati~tts."~ In 

the Renaissance and later, the search for truth became the discovery of knowledge. 

Knowledge became mderstwd as something which couId be creaîed. 

As an histoncal analysis, Eisenstei.uk work is rich in insights into the properties 

and influences of p ~ t .  Her work offers a strong case for print as a driving force behind 

fundamental concepts that underpin Western indhalized society. Because of its 

histoncal approach, however, it holds little predictive potential. 

Content Centered Approach 

In keeping with the focus of this paper, this discussion has focused on seminal 

authors and arguments that take a broad view of communication media and their impact 

on society. nere is another approach that is not dealt with extensively here, although it 

represents a large body of literature on media. This is the work of scholars such as Neil 

Postman, who focus on a specific medium, such as television or cornputer-based 

technologies, and ernphasize the use of the medium as central to its impact on society. 

While the theones advanced and insights offered are valuable, their narrower focus 

limits their useflllness for this discussion. 



Conclusion 

There is, then, an argument on several hnts  that communication media 

influence society f=ar beyond their ability to transmit information, The debate is not on 

whether such an influence exists, but on its nature. Whether the source of change is the 

simplified alphabet or printing press; whether the effect is extemal, on political and 

religious structures, or intemal on the senses we use; whether media influence because 

of their properties, content, or both - media do influence society and its institutions at a 

very fimdamental level. 

The limitations of the existing body of literature lie in its explanatoq-descriptive 

nature. There are aspects which offer the beginnings of a predictive f-ework. Tanis' 

concept of time-space bias is one such overarching idea that could be applied to various 

media and circurnstances. However, his work is not specific as to how change occurs, 

Similar comments can be made about the work of Ong and McLuhan. McLuhan does 

attexnpt to identify a three-stage process of change, but as with other aspects of his work, 

it is highly conceptual. 

Nonetheless, there is a large measure of consensus on the impact of print on 

Western industrialized society, and the potential impact of electronic communication 

media. 



CHAPTER TI-ILREE 

Print and the Rise of Bureaucracy 

verba volant, smpta manent 

(words £iy away, what is WCitten stays put) 

A number of properties of print media can be drawn h m  the discussion in Chapter 

Two. These properties are compatible with the characteristics of bureaucracy as 

developed by Max Weber, to an extent that implies a causal link. This is not to suggest 

that print was the sole catalyst for modern bureaucracy, but that it is a necessary factor 

that has been generally overlooked. 

Properties of Print 

The impact of prht, or more specincally of the shplified alphabet and print, on 

Western society can be traced to several broad properties of the medium. Some of these 

were mentioned in Chapter Two: it is abstract; sequential and hear  rather thau 

shultaneous; portable with the resulting tendency to centraiize control; and permanent. 

It favors precision over symbolism. detachment over subjective involvemenf gives the 

individuai an increased measure of independence h m  the community, and encourages 

UIilfonnity. 

These properties have combined to produce the fertile soi1 h m  which grew the 

elements that have shaped our organizatiom for the past 200 years, not the least of 

which is Weber's ideal-type bureaucracy. Thae  properties are contrasteci with those of 

oral communication in Table 1. 



TABLE 1 

Properties of oral and print media 

1 subjective 1 objective, abstract 1 

Oral Media 
transitory 
symbolic 

simuitaneous 

continuous, inclusive 1 segmenta discrete I 

Print Media 
permanent 

precise, fiteral, uniform 
linear, sequentiai 

Origins of Bureaucracy 

Although we tend to think of bureaucracy as a creation of the past 100 years, it is 

an ancient form of organization. Innis describes bureaucraties supporthg large empires 

in Mesopotamia and ancient Egypt, well before the development of print as we know it 

(although not before the development of written records). Clearly, this form of 

organization is not alien to human nature. However, it is only in the 20th century that 

bureaucracy has become the dominant form of large-scale organization in the Western 

world. In this, bureaucracy owes at les t  as much to the development of print as to 

human nature. 

The nse of modern bureaucracy has been commonly linked with a number of 

developments in what might be t m e d  the business environment. Among these are: the 

development of money economies with the attendant concept of regular salary to ensure 

a cooperative workforce; mass education to provide the skills required; the emergence 

of large-scale administrative problerns out of the Industriai Revolution; and the 



development of the capitalkt system with its demands for rational estimation of 

economic nsks.' 

Weber himseif identifies the capitalist market economy, the "great state" and 

"mas party", increasing societal demancis for order and protection, and the increasingly 

compiicated and specialized modem cuiture as making the state and business alike 

dependent on bureaucracy for administrati~n.~ 

Weber also cites communication as a factor in the development of bureaucracy, 

although he dehnes communication as incIuding transportation such as waterways and 

the railroad, as well as media such as the telegraph. He argues that "The degree to 

which the means of commun.ication have been developed is a condition of decisive 

importance for the possiiility of bureaucratie administration, although it is not the only 

decisive ~ondition!'~ 

He stops short, however, of considering communication media as anything other 

than a means of operating efficiently. This tendency to view media as simply tools 

masks the formative influence of print on bureaucracy. The roots of classical 

bureaucracy iie not in the Industrial Revolution, but in the Gutenberg revolution. The 

central, u d j h g  factor behind the success of bureaucracy is the print world view. 

t Peter M. Blau and Marshall W. Meyer, Bureaucracy in Modern Society (New 
York: Random House, 1987), 28-29. 

2 Max Weber, "The Ideal Type of Bureaucracy'', in Bureaucracy in Historical 
Perspective, Michael T. Dalby and Michael S. Werthrnan, eds., (Glenview, Ili.: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 197 1 ), 7-1 5. 

Ibid., 13-14. 



Weber's Ideal-Type Bureaucracy and Print 

The characteristics of Weber's ideai-type bureaucracy are summarized in Table 

2, dong with the properties of print media4 As cm be seen h m  Table 2, there is a 

strong paraliel between the properties of print media and the chacact&stics of 

bweaucracy identifieci by Weber. The following discussion elaborates on these 

parallels. 

TABLE 2 

Properties of print media 

and characteristics of Weber's bureaucracy 

Properties of 
Print Media 

permanent 
precise, literal, d o r m  
iinear, sequential 
objective, abstract 
individualism 
segmented, discrete 

Bureaucracy 
Weber's Ideal-Type 

continuous organizattion bound by rules 
fked salary, Me-long career 
acts, decisions and rules recorded in writing 
strict discipline and control of officiais 
efficiency as a goal of an orgaaization 
separation of person and office 
impersonality in execution of duties 
clearly denned hierarchy of offices 
clearly defined spheres of cornpetence 
employment on the basis of technical 
qualincation, specialized training 
separation of administration and ownership 
of means of production 

Order and control 

Bureaucracy is characterized by its ernphasis on order and control, in the form of 

d e s ,  spheres of operation and clearly defined fiinctions. Weber cites society's demand 

4 Weber, 'The Ideal Type of Bureaucracy", passim. 
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for order and security among the conditions giving nse to bweaucracy. However, it is 

the print world view that helped to translate these concepts into objective rules and 

spheres of action 

As Ong notes, the requirements of writing imposed a level of order and control 

on language that is unknown in oral societies. Letters had to be properly ordered into 

words, words into sentences, and so on. The potential of prht for repeatability and 

uniformity emphasized this aspect of wri ting, to the point where the organization of 

ideas was inûuenced by editorial decisions on the presentation of printed information. 

Readers were guided in their thoughts by the order of the book: 

Increasing familiarity with regularly numbered pages, punctuation marks, 
section breaks, running heads, indexes and so forth helped to reorder the 
thought of ail readers, whatever thei. profasion or craft.' 

This Mtrated the education system: 

Possibly no social revolution in European history is as fimdamental as that 
which saw book learning (previously assignecl to old men and monks) 
gradually become the focus of daily Me during childhood, adolescence and 
early manhood. . . . Textbooks were newly designeci to take students in 
sequence nom the most elementary to the most advanced level of a given 
skill. As a consumer of printed materials geared to a sequence of leaming 
stages, the gmwing child was subject to a different developmental process 
than was the medieval apprentice, ploughboy, novice or page.6 

This new developmental process ingrainecl the concept of sequence in students, 

dong with the discipline required to sit at desks for long hours. This was quite a 

deparhrre h m  oral culture, where 

* Eisenstein, Agent of Change, 14-1 5. 

Ibid., 432. 
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verbalized leaming takes place quite normaliy in an atrnosphere of 
celebration or play. . . . Only with the invention of writing and the 
isolation of the individual h m  the tribe wiU verbal learning and 
understanding itseifbecome "work" as distinct h m  play, . . .7 

Print allowed for the publication and distn'bution of standards for all facets of 

Mie. As early as the 16th century, handbooks set out d e s  for everything h m  religious 

ceremonies to good housekeeping. Once in print and accessiile to parishioners, 

neighbors and subjects, these d e s  became more difficult to ignore. 

In his study on the impact of electronic media on the law, Katsh links the rise of 

printing with an increased attention to de-bound solutions to legal disputes. Litigation 

in cornmon law courts increased signincantly during the 16th cenhiry, when statutes 

began to be published? Law become focused on rules and on limiting the information 

considered valid to a case, which Katsh argues discouraged compromise and encouraged 

a "dichotomous mode of thought", where in any given case, one party was right and one 

was wrong? Further, when laws were published, the courts became obligated to enforce 

hem rather than to h d  an accommodating solution for the parties affe~ted.'~ 

Objectivity 

The abiliîy to fiilnll the duties of office dispassionately and objectively is central 

to bureaucracy, as are the clear separation of personal and official roles and the related 

' m g ,  Presence of the Word, 30. 

M. Ethan Katsh, Ine Electronic Media and the Transformation of Law (New York: 
M o r d  University Press, 1989), 87-88. 

I O Ibid., 81. 



characteristic of obedience of subordinates to the position, not to the person. This 

requires not only the concept of objectivity, but the segmentation of individual identity 

into public and private spheres. Being obedient to a position and not a person means the 

subordinate mut be able to clearly conceptualize the two as distinct. 

The notion of objectivity is built on severai concepts rooted in print: abstract 

thought, detachment, the fïxed point of view, and the "fact". Several writers have noted 

the ability of the written word to facilitate abstract thought. Ong argues that the 

alphabet made abstract analysis possiile by "mobilizing idionnation in much greater 

quantity and detail than oral culture could do"." He suggests it is no coincidence that 

philosophers like Plato, whose ideas were objective, impersonal and tirneless, appeared 

simultaneously with the rise of abstract writing, and that formal logic was invented in an 

alphabetic culture.I2 

As writing broadens ability for abstract thinking, it also moves away fiom 

conununicating feeling." Whereas oral language cannot help but convey feeling as 

weli as meaning, printed works can, if the writer so chooses, al1 but eliminate feeling. 

While all forms of writing wodd have this capability to a certain extent, only the 

consistency and repetition of type can virtudy eIiminate the personality that shows 

through in tiandwriting. 

Amther concept that helped nurture objectivity is the nxed point of view. in 

Renaissance art, this took the fonn of the vanishing point, which located the viewer 

I I  Ong, Presence of the Word, 34. 

Ibid., 45. 



outside of the picture and placed objects at a distance. In academic works, it was a 

"fixeci spatial-temporal fhme of reference" that all scholars could share. Like McLuhan, 

Eisenstein attniutes this to print: 

How muid the entire classical past be refived h m  a nxed distance until a 
permanent temporal location had been found for antique objects, place 
names, personaga and events. The capability to see in this way couId not 
be obtained by new optical effects devised by Renaissance artists. It 
required a rearrangement of documents and artifacts rather thm a 
rearrangement of pictorial space." 

Another concept ttiat did not exist until print is that of the "factl'. The roots lie in 

the deveiopment of written language when, for the first tirne, people no longer had to be 

physically present to convey idonnation. Information began to be viewed as existing 

independently of any human carrier. However, until the development of printing, 

knowledge still often died with its creator. This was true even in scnial cultures, since 

the only person who could be sure what was written down and where was the author or 

owner of the world5 It took the accessibility and permanence of print for this shift to 

have widespread influence. 

Sociologist Robert Lane has pointed out that, in many societies, the tmth of 

statements is deterrnined by social and cultural factors, such as the power and 

motivation of the speaker and whether the statements are expresseci in culturally 

acceptable forms. However, he agrees with Pool that Western Society "assumes that a 

14 Eisenstein, Agent of Change, 186. 

IS James Burke, The Dczy the Universe Changed (London: BBC, 1985), 108. 
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statement has a vaiidity or lack of it inberent in itself quite independent of who says it 

and ~hy . ' ' ' ~  

Print enwurageci inter-disciplinary activities, cross-referencing and 

comboration. Drifting, the pmess by which text becomes wmpted through 

inaccurate copying, was virtudy eliminated. Knowledge could be ordeted, indexed, 

rankeû, classXed, checked, corrected and disseminateci as never before. The "fact" was 

bom. 

In separating information fiom the individual, and aiiowing it to be disputed and 

verifïed, print also helpeâ to undermine traditional sources of authority, and set the stage 

for a new source of authority, based on expertise. 

The scholar-printer, who was often more erudite than the university 
theologian of his day, was much less likely to defer to clerical judgment 
than the scribe or copyist had been. As a layman he owed loyalty to princes 
and magistrates. The niling of churchmen, unless backed by lay officials, 
seemed less compelling to him than the rules of evidence, . . .17 

The authority of church officials began to be challenged by the notion of authority based 

on expertise or acquired skill. 

The publication of personal idiosyncrasies, previously not publicly available, 

helped support the concept of a private face not normaiiy seen outside one's close circle 

of family or friends. Further, print aliowed previously public activities, such as leaming 

or worsbip, to be conducted privately, without the need of a master or priest. These 

16 Itbiel de sola Pool, "The Mass Media and Politics in the Modernization Process," 
quoted in Robert Laue, "The Decluie of Politics and Ideology in a Knowledgeable 
Society," American Sociological Review, 2 1 (October, 1 966), 655. 

17 Eisenstein, Agent of Change, 320. 
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combined to support a conceptualhtion of people as having at l e s t  two lives: the one 

conducted in public, and the other lived privately, behind closed doors. This concept is 

important to the separation of the individual h m  the position in a bureaucracy. By 

supporting the identification of individuals, print made it possiile to regard individuals 

independently of their role or position in a community. 

Precision 

Kmplicit in many of the characteristics of Weber's bureaucracy is the concept of 

precision and accuracy. As seen fiom the previous discussion, the concept of the fact 

was bom in part out of the ability to evaiuate and cross-check information afforded by 

print. Beyond that, print fostered a shift in attitude, h m  the approximate to the precise. 

As discussed in Chapter Two, oral cultures use image-based stereotypes and verbal 

formulas to convey complex but imprecise imagery. With print, Ong noted a nse in 

emphasis on the verbatim as a means of accurately conveying a message. "In literate 

cultures the illusion is widespread that if one has the exact words someone has uttered, 

one has by that very fact his exact meaning."" Tb, in Literate cultures, committing 

something to memory means mernorization of the precise words. Indeed, leaming has, 

in the past, been synonymous with memorizing and reciting texts verbatim. In oral 

cultures, memorizing means leaming the f o d a s ,  rhythms, and stereotypes to recreate 

meaning, not recite precise content. 

Literal meaning, according to Ong, is an illusion and delusion for which the 

alphabet is raponsible. Literal or verbatim records became the accepted way to 

18 Ong, Presence of the Word, 32. 
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understand meaning and gain hwledge. Eisenstein agrees, and attributes the emphasis 

on accuracy in the Renaissance, down to the details of costumes and place settings in 

art, to the influence of typographicai fkity. The symbolic or approximate joined the 

subjective in being secondary to fatual information. 

Spea'alization and hierarchy 

Print facilitates speciht ion and hierarchy by segmenting and Limiting access 

to information. Eisenstein has traced speciaüzation back to the 17th century, when the 

volume of printed information began to exceed the ability of any one hdividual to 

assimilate. Experts developed, who could make knowledge accessible by providing 

summaries, analyses and explanations in print, The form prhters applied to their 

pmducts - chapters, headings, indexes, and the like - facilitated the perception of "the 

whole" as the sum of separate parts. As such, print fostered "a mentality that gradually 

resists any but a separate and cornpartmentaiking or specialist outl~ok".'~ 

Print was also weil suited to the development of specialist tenninology and the 

physical segmentation of information, which helped to support elites and hierarchies by 

limiting access to certain types of information, creating in Innis' terms, monopolies of 

knowledge. Unlike speech, written language is a code that must be leamed through 

study. Meyrowitz argues that this coding system makes cornpartmentalisration possible 

by facilitating a hierarchy of texts." As texts becorne more sophisticated, the less 

educated are eliminated as readers. Even with mass education, specialized tenninology 

19 McLuhan, Understanding Media, 126. 

20 Mepwitz, No Sense of Place, 77. 
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creates barriers to understanding by anyone outside the discipline, thus protecting the 

status of members of that discipline and M e r  encouraghg specialization and 

fkgmentation, 

One exampie is the iegal profession. Katsh notes that the pbysical separation of 

law libraries and the lack of bibliographie references between law and general hiraries 

helped to support the concept of law as a distinct profe9son." To this can be added the 

specialized vocabulary, including the use of Latin. A similar argument can be made for 

the medical profession. 

Progress and efticiency 

Eisenstein has identsfied the rise of the related concepts of history and progress 

as outpwths of print" Print dowed the creation of detailed records, and with them 

the concept of preserving information for historical purposes. These records allowed 

cornparisons with the past, and the realizaîion of how different H e  had been. This 

cornparison of changes over time made possible the development of the concept of 

progress - that today is better than yesterday and tomorrow will be better yet. 

This carrieci over into the concept of history, which became a selective 

recounting of events and discoveries, aligned in chronological progression to the 

present, as ifeach event built on previous events. History became history as progress, 

as steps on an inevitable path to today. Thomas Kuhn notes this in bis study of the 

history of science, showing how science is portrayed as knowledge being built 

21 Katsh, Transfomation of Law, 224. 

22 Eisenstein, "Impact of Print", 14-15. 
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rationaUy, piece by piece in a linear and cumulative process, when evidence suggests 

that scientific revolutions are anythïng but linear? This linear Uiauence tends to ignore 

complex interrelationships in favor of direct cause and effect. 

The concept of efficiency is grounded in the idea of progress - that there are 

better ways to be had, and that fïndiag them will improve today over yesterday and 

tomorrow over today. Beyond thaî, print supporteci the notion of efficiency as printers 

stmggled for hancial SUlYival. 

In contrast to seasonal rhythms which govemed agricultural work, or the 
church bells which patterned the daily rounds of the clergy, the pace set by 
thei. machines was relentless and unceasing. Lay manuscript-book 
dealers had fameci out copying jobs on an irregular basis. Books were 
completed by scribes who needed to make extra money by copying 
between other jobs. Early printers, however, had to develop some 
expertise in time-motion study, and try to keep their workers occupied aiI 
the tirne. . . A steady &w of work was required to enable fims to prosper. 
Idle presses signined disaster. Abhorrence of irregularity or interruption 
was built into the trade." 

As discussed earlier, Eisenstein argued that individualisrn was strongly 

supporteci by p ~ t ,  which pennitted individuals to be measured against public standards, 

and preserved and publicized personal idiosyncrasies. It dso encourageci information to 

be evaluated independently of the position or reptation of the person providing it. 

Further, the development of patents and publicity "transformed the anonymous artisan 

23 Thomas Kuhn, me Stnrcture of Scienrific Revolutions (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1962), chap. 2 passim. 

24 Eisenstein, Impact of Print, 392-3. 
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into the eponymous inventor, released individual initiative fÎom the secret cocoon of the 

guild and rewarded ingenuity with the luster of fame as well as the chance to make a 

f~rtune."~ 

Although individualisrn is an important property of the print world view, it is 

inconsistent with Weber's view of the individual in bureaucracy. Essentiaiiy, in Weber's 

bureaucracy there are no individuals, only workers and officiais who leave the personal 

and subjective at the office door. Individualism also suggests a level of personal power 

that is inconsistent with the centralized control characteristic of bureaucracy. 

The separation of the individual fiom the office does suggest a more complex 

view of individuals than in an oral society. It requires the ability to segment the 

individual into discrete public and private personas. It can be argued that print 

facilitated this, through its properties of segmentation and individualism. However, this 

is relatively minor compared with the signincant level of individualism Ong and 

Eisenstein characterize as emerging fkom prht. 

Not all media properties, however, need exert the same level of infiuence on al1 

aspects of society. In the case of bureaucracy, the combined influence of other print 

propertîes may ovemide that of individualism, signincantly lirrriting its effects. Order 

and control, objectivity, homogeneity, centraiization, precision, linearity, may combine 

to foster an perception of individualism as counter-productive for bureaucraties. 

25 Eisenstein, Agent of Change, 240. 
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Centralkation and record-keeping 

As discussed in Chapter Two, the portability, relative permanence, and 

availabiliîy of paper support centralization by allowing infiormation to be transported to 

and h m  a centralized authority. The role of paper in recordkeeping is obvious to 

anyone raised in a bureaucratic society, and needs no M e r  elaboration. 

Conclusion 

Weber's ideal type bureaucracy has its mots not in the Industrial Revolution, but 

400 years earIier in the Gutenberg revoiution, or even earlier if the creation of the 

simplined alphabet is considered. The fact that administrative bureaucraties pre-date 

Gutenberg, and span many cultures at many points in human history, is evidence that 

bureaucracy as an organizational form is not solely the creation of print. Nonetheless, 

the parallels between the conditions fostered by print and the elements of Weber's 

bureaucracy suggest a causal link between the two. The link is strong enough to suggest 

that the dominant organizational form of the 20th century would have been much 

different had it evolved in an environment dominated by a different medium with a 

different set of properties. It also suggests that if we are looking for the fiiture of 

bureaucracy, we should be looking not only at economies and markets, but at 

communication media. The properties of emerging co~nmunication media have at least 

as much to oEer on the hmue of organizational structure as does the marketplace. 

The properties of print discussed here did not directly shape contemporary 

bureaucracy. Rather, they shaped a world view, a way of perceiving redity that created 

a predisposition for the elements that make bureaucracy. Objectivity, hear thinking, 



seeing wholes as compnsed of discrete parts, individualism - are ai l  ways of interpreting 

the environment. Much as a cookie cutter shapes dough, the media we use to 

co~zununicate shape our perceptions of reality. Print has shaped those perceptions in a 

way that led to the dominance of bureaucracy. A new cookie cutter, in the form of 

electronic media, should reshape our perceptions of reality and our organhtions. 

With the benefit of histoncal anaiysis, the influence of print on organizationai 

structure is clear, even allowing for the tendency of those of us raised in a print world to 

"impose order where none exists". The question remains, however, of how the influence 

of emerging media can be assessed and new organizational forms predicted, without the 

aid of an historical perspective. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

The Institution of Print 

. . . once inventai and ured, media affect rrs 

by shaping the me of niteracttcttons that taRe place through them. 

- Joshua M q o w ' t t  

The previous Chapter suggested, but did not explain, a causal link between print media 

and bureaucracy. This Chapter attempts to explain the nature of that link, using 

neoinstitutio~st theory. The influence of communication media on society and, in 

particda., organizational structure, can be explaineci and predicted by l o o b g  at media 

as social institutions. 

Neoinstitutionalism 

There are severai strains of institutional theory, which make it somewhat 

perplexing and untidy to apply. Economic, political science and sociological variants 

have been identifie4 and new interpretations emerge as the theory develops. 

In general, neoinstitutionalism offers several insights for this argument: 

1. it gives the environment a primary role in influencing organizational structure, 

2. it permits a very broad definition of the envh~unent, to encompass society in 

generai, and 

3. it incorporates the cognitive and normative systems of human society. 

Each strain offérs a slightly different definition of the environment and societal 

institutions, and places a différent emphasis on the role of cognitive and normative 

systerns. The argument here draws on what Powell has termed neoinstitutionalism, a 
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variant with its roots in sociology. In particular, the argument relies heavily on the 

interpretations of Meyer and associates, who have been credited with a seminal role in 

developing institutional theory for organizations.' 

The Organjzationaï Environment 

Neoinstitutionalism focuses on the relatiomhip between the organization and its 

environment and considers the eavironment as exerting a major influence on 

organizational fom. Unlike other open systems approaches, including other variants of 

institutionalism, neoinstitutionaiïsm defines the environment not at the organization's 

local level but at the level of organkational fields (which mughly parailel markets or 

industry groups) or, broader yet, of society. This approach pennits us to consider 

broader cognitive and normative forces, acting through societal institutions. 

Powell states that the core insights of the institutional approach are that "modern 

organizations are more likely to arise, expand, and survive in those settings where the 

social environment creates and sustains the basic building blocks of formal, rational 

organization.'" It rejects the idea that social organizations are merely the result of the 

"aggregate choices of utiLity-maximizing hdividuaIs", instead focusing on the role of 

the wider environment in both constituting individual selfkiefbition and social 

institutions. 

1 W. Richard Scott, 'Unpacking Institutional Arguments," in The New 
Imtitutionafim in OrganrZationaC Anabsis, Walter W. Powell and Paul J. DiMaggio, 
eds. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 199 l), 165. 

2 Walter W. Powell, "Expanding the Scope of Institutional AnaIysis," in The New 
Inrtitutionafism, Powell and DiMaggio, eds., 1 88. 
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Neoinstitutionalists argue that it is not the nature of the work that is the key 

determinant of organizational structure, but rather, the institutionalized environment 

within which the organization operates. As Scott and Meyer suggest, "the visible 

structures and routines that make up organizations are direct reflections and effects of 

des and structures built into (or Mtutionalized within) wider environ ment^."^ 

Powell implies that the organization and its environment are inseparable when he 

argues that envUonments "penetrate the organization, crearing the lenses through which 

actors view the world and the very categories of structure, action and th~ught."~ The 

environment not only exerts pressures h m  the outside, but idtrates the organïzation, 

infiuencing it simultaneously h m  the inside through its members, who are also subject 

to the traditional mores and belief systems of society. This suggests that the 

environment not only influences the organization's structure at the outset, but continues 

to do so through its ongoing idluence on the belief structures of actors. Thus 

environments "not only affect organizations and their activities but constitute and 

reconstitute them over tirne."* 

Neoinstittutionalism tends to concentrate on formal organizational structures and, 

as such, is not as concemed with how work is acfuauy accomplished as with the 

organization's public account of how it hctions and any disjunction between the two. 

3 W. Richard Scott, John W. Meyer and Associates, Imtitutional Environrnerits 
and OrganrZatiom; StruciwaI CompIememîy and I n d i v i d ~ ~ ~ I h  (Thousand Oaks, Ca: 
Sage Publications Inc., 1994), 2- 

4 Powell, ne Nav Iistitutionalism, 13. 

5 John W. Meyer, "Rationalized Envirotltllents", in Iititutional Environrnents, 
Scott et al, 28. 
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Not only is orgauïzational form not detennined by the organization's work, the 

organization's actuai operations may not match the public image it projects. 

Neoinstitutionalism is specincaiiy concerned with the rationaîized environment, 

compriseci of what Scott and Meyer tenn rationaLized myths: 

The beliefk are rationai in the sense that they identifjr specinc social 
purposes and then spec* in a de-like manner what activities are to be 
carried out (or what types of actors must be employed) to achieve them, 
Howwer, these beliefs are myths in the sense that they depend for their 
efficacy, for their reality, on the fact that they are widely shared, or are 
promulgated by individds or pups that have been granted the right to 
determine such matters . . . the eIaboration of these rules provides a 
normative climate within which formal organizations are expected to 
fl~urish.~ 

These rational myths include those that are cognitive in nature, such as the 

knowledge and belief systems of professional and scientific bodies, and those that are 

normative, including traditional mores, informaily sauctioned social obligations, and 

taken-for-granted rules that guide daily mutines. These myths are highly 

institutionalized, perceived as objective and impersonal and beyond the discretion of any 

individual or organïzation. They must therefore be taken for granted as legitimate.' 

As institutions, these shared systems of rules and beLiefs '%y precluding some 

options and facilitating others, shape individual identities and public disco~rse."~ They 

6 W. Richard Scott, John W. Meyer and Associates, Organizational 
Environmenis: Ritual and Rationality (Beverly Hills, Ca: Sage Publications Inc., 
1983), 15. 

7 John W. Meyer and Brian Rowan, "Iiistitutiond Organizations: Formal 
Structure as Myth aÜd Ceremony," in nie New I11stiiufionalï.s~ Powell and DiMaggïo, 
eds., 44. 

8 Powell, "Expanding the Scope of Institutional Analysis," 187. 
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serve to constrain certain actions and legitimate others by limiting choices thereby 

comtraking organizational rationality. 

Institutions 

It is through institutions such as Scott and Meyer's r a t i o d e d  myths that 

environments act on organizations. 

The concept of institutions is, not sl~lprisingly, critical to the institutionalist 

argument, yet the tenn is at best vaguely defïned in the literature, in part because the 

concept is highly abstract and in part because definitions differ according to the variant 

of institutionalism being coasidered. 

Fundamental to the neoinstitutionalist definition of institutions is the concept of 

shared cognitive systems that ". . . although createâ in interaction by humans, corne to 

be viewed as objective and extemal structures defining social realityW9 Institutions 

represent not objective reaiïty, but reality created by s h e d  belief systems. They are a 

product of human action, yet are perceiveci as existing independently of humans, and are 

accepted as "the way things are". Institutions do not exist as entities, although they may 

be m d é s t e d  in entities such as regdators, or as elements of organizattional structure. 

They provide the cognitive and normative frameworks for the actions of organizatiom 

and individuals, producing certain expectations about the environment and about 

collective activities. 

Scott, Meyer and associates see institutions as "cultural des ,  giving collective 

meaning and value to particular entities and activities, integratuig thcm into the larger 

- .  

9 Scott, "Unpacking Institutionai Arguments," 165. 
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schemes. We see both patterns of activity and the units involveci in them (individuals 

and other social entities) as coostnicted by such wider rules."1° 

Scott identifies three d e  systems: representational, constitutive, and normative 

niles which work with regdatory mechanisms to "define a common meaning system 

and give rise to distinctive actors and action routines."" Representational d e s  are 

"modes of reasoning" that mate shared, taken-for-granted, understandings of reality. 

Constitutive d e s  create identities that are linked to certain behaviors or behavior 

routines; for example, the bureaucrat. Normative rules set expectations for behavior that 

are intemalized by the actors and reinforcd by those with whom they interact. 

Regulatory mechanisms can be either informa1 or formal, and create rewards and 

sanctions that encourage or discourage actions. 

Jepperson argues that institutions are self-maintaining, not through specific 

actions, but rather through unconscious routines that support this order.12 That is, it does 

not take deliberate action to maintain the system, simply letting things nin their course 

will d c e .  The systern is self-correcting; responses to deviations nom the social order 

are automatic and equally unconscious. This suggests that institutions are relatively 

stable and slow to change. 

The literature provides examples of a broad range of institutions, including the 

hiberal state, modem individualism, knowledge and belief systems of professional and 

10 Scott, Ziititutional Environntents, 10. 

11 W. Richard Scott, "Institutions and Otganizations: Toward a Theoretical 
Synthesis." in IilZShtutional Enw'ronments, Scott et al, 68. 

12 Ronald L. Jepperson, "Institutions, Institutional Effects and Institutionalism, in 
The New Institutimalism, Powell and DiMaggio, eds., 145. 
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scientinc bodies, taken-for-granted social routines and obligations, such as those 

surrounding mamage, and even attitudes such as sexism and racism. It also identifies 

more concrete manifeestations, such as legislatures and regulatory, legal and educational 

systems, although it is the belief systems underpinning these orgauizations that provide 

their institutional character, not the specinc organization. Institutions can be manifested 

in concrete forms, but in themselves are highiy abstract concepts. 

Organizations are not institutions. Orgdzations reflect institutions, but they are 

specinc actors that compete within the institutiotlitlized environment. Institutions 

provide the d e s  of the game by which organisrations play. Organizations operate at the 

hctional level, providing concrete mdéstations of institutional des ,  while 

institutions operate at a much broader, abstract level. Institutions provide the building 

blocks of organhtions, although orgauizations may exert some influence on their 

environment. Scott draws the comparison between organiirations operating at the level 

of narrower govanance systems, and institutions creating the broader d e  frameworks." 

Several key qualities of institutions have been identifid here. They: 

are not consciously created, but develop or evolve through human interaction, 

both help to create, and are the product of. shared cognitive systems, 

are perceived as objective and extemal to human action, 

are self-maintaining and self-reproducing, 

are relatively stable and slow to change, and 

areabstract. 

13 Scott, "Toward a Theoretical Synthesis," 70. 
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Institutions and Organizational Structure 

ûrgankations are constructed h m  legitimated elements that exist, in Meyer and 

Rowan'ç vivid description, littered about the landscape. These elements of formal 

structure are the pmducts of institutions. 

Many of the positions, policies, programs, and procedures of modem 
organizations are etlforced by public opinion, by the views of important 
constituents, by knowledge legitirnated through the educational system, by 
social prestige, by the laws, and by the dee t ions  of negligence and 
prudence used by the courts. Such elements of fonnal structure are 
manifestations of p o w d  institutional d e s  which fimction as highly 
rationalized myths that are binding on particdar o r g ~ t i o 1 1 s . ' ~  

These elements are the building bbcks of legitimated organizations. They are 

assembled by organizations into structures that are legitimated by society because they 

reflect socially institutionalixed belief systenis. Organizations incorporate these 

elements for this reason, not because of efficiency criteria 

These legitimixed elements include fûnctions and processes cornmon in 

contemporary organhtions. Meyer and Rowan offer technical procedures as an 

example: 

Technical procedures of production, accounting, personnel selection, or data 
processing become taken-for-granted means to accomplish o rganh t iod  
ends. Quite apart h m  their possible efficiency, such institutionaüzed 
techniques establish an organbtion as appropriate, rational, and modern.15 

Neoinstitutionalism posits that the more of these elements an organization 

incorporates, the stronger it is. Since organizaîions are not invented, but assembled 

14 Meyer, "Formal Structure as Myth and Ceremony," 44. 

1s Ibid., 45. 
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£iom legitimizd elements or copied fiom exïsting models, this intùses the organization 

with legitimacy- Conversely, the more unique the organizationd structure (Le. the fewer 

elements it incorpurates), the less legitimacy it enjoys and the more vuinerable it is. 

Organizations, then, are not organic wholes, but "loosely coupled arrays of 

standardized elements" .16 This loose couphg makes organizations relatively more 

stable and less minerable to environmental shock. Since the loosely coupled elements 

are not closely linked fiinctionally, organizations can tolerate inefficiencies and can lag 

behind environmentai change. They c m  also accommodate inconsistencies between 

how the organization actuaily accomplishes its work and the formai structure it presents 

to its environment. 

The concept of choosing h m  among available elements to build an organization 

means, according to Scott, that organizattionai players are not merely "cultural puppets". 

Although they do not design the elements, they choose those that make up a particular 

organization. Neoinstitutionalism, therefore, is not pureiy deterministic, since actors 

exercise choice, even though the range of choices may be limited by the environment- 

However, this restriction of choices by institutionalized belief systems that work more 

or less invisibly and thus unquestioned, does suggest a signincant detenninistic 

component to this theory. 

fnstitutionalist explanations for the homogeneity of organizational forms tend to 

be less explicit, and aiso reflect a deterministic approach. Meyer, Boli and Thomas 

argue that the source of organizational homogeneity fies in "an institutionai environment 

common to organizattions in national societies throughout the world system. Common 

Powell, me N' Instiîutionalism, 14. 



definitions and theones of social organizations generate structural similarities in highly 

disparate s~cieties".~' Elsewhere, Scott and Meyer d e s d e  a dominant, universalistic, 

historical culture that l a d s  to organi;ratiod fonns relatively standardized across 

societies, specificaiiy citing Western religion and the church as sources of Western 

organizational fomis. l8 

The other primary explanation offered by neoinstitutionalists is that niccessfÙl 

organizational structures are identifiecl as models and emulated, eventuaUy 

disseminating throughout societies. As successful structures are copied, organizational 

fields lose diversity and organizaiions corne to look much like each other. In effect the 

organizational form reproduces itself. While organizational players are making 

conscious choices in this explmation, those choices are limited by existing, niccessful 

patterns. 

This suggests that change, when it occurs, occurs slowly. Jepperson notes that 

coilective action or environmental shock can disrupt the reproductive process and lead 

to organizational change.I9 While neoinstitutionalisrn tends to focus on the effects of the 

environment on the organization, Scott also argues that innovative activities by the 

organization can become the basis for delegitimizing old and establishg new 

institutional rn~dels.'~ This suggests that the organïzation-environment interaction is not 

17 John W. Meyer, John Boli and George M. Thomas, "Ontology and 
Rationalïzation in the Western Cultural Accomt," in Iistitutional Environments, Scott 
et al, 15. 

II Scott, Organlzational Environrnents, 23. 

19 Jepperson, "fnstitutions, Institutional Effectts," 145. 

20 Scott, "Toward a Theoretical Synthesis," 77. 
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one way, but that the organilation can exert an idluence on its environment, 

presumably by influencing the institutional ~ e w o r k s  within which it operates. 

Paquet suggests a variation on tbîs process. He argues that institutions can be 

emded by the organhtional efforts of disgnintled groups. As deviant institutions are 

adopted and organilations adapt in previously deviant directions, the erosion of the 

institutional order increases?' 

Print as an Institution 

It is the argument of this paper that print media are an institution, exhi'biting the 

quaiities set out earlier in this Chapter. Specincaiiy, print media: were not consciously 

created, but evolved through human interaction; both help to create, and are the product 

of, shared cognitive systems; are perceived as objective and extemal to human action; 

are seif-maintainhg and self-reproducing; are relatively permanent; and are abstract. 

It is not the technology of print that is an institution, but the print world view, 

which has emerged over the past 500 years and penneated virhially all aspects of 

contemporary Western society. Further, any communication media which become the 

dominant means of communication in a society, such as electronic media, c m  become 

institutionalized in the same way as print 

Media are clearly deliberate human mations, yet theù influence is neither 

dehierate nor foreseen. As the work of Eisenstein, in particular, iliustrates, the Mpact 

of print has been an evolutionary one, developing over centuries, uiauencing the key 

belief systems of Western society. 

21 Gilles Paquet, Ikstitutional Evolution in an Information Age, Workhg Paper 
95-24 (Faculty of Administration, University of Ottawa, 1995),5. 
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Media, by their nature, are very intimately associated with our thought processes, 

yet they are also seen as extemal to those thought processes; as objective carriers of 

information. The work of authors such as Innis, McLuhan and Ong is specifïcaiiy 

addressed to comtering this dominant perception. As they have illustrateâ, 

commmication media are not merely neutral means for transmitting information. 

Media help to shape our shared cognitive systems by emphasizing or downplaying 

certain idormation, encouraging or discouraging types of content. This tacitly 

legitimates certain thought processes and beliefs. 

In helping to shape their content, media ais0 shape our perceptions of reality and, 

as a remit, the structures of our society at a very hdamental level. Thus any dominant 

communication medium in a society could be considered an institution, simply through 

the belief structures it helps to create and 1egitimisi:e. At the same time, as these theorists 

argue, media do not mate new tendencies, but ampl* or constrain existing human 

tendencies. Thus the print world view, perbps more intimately than most institutions, 

reflects our cognitive processes at the same thne that it iduences them. In routinely 

focusing our attention on some aspects of our environment and away fkom others, it 

helps to shape our thoughts and ideas, influencing how and what we leam, how we 

perceive and react to our environment. This is not to suggest it determines our cognitive 

processes, but that it influences the direction of their development. 

It does this, however, without our being aware, through belief systems and 

normative ruies that w e  accept'uuquestioningly. Thus, in Western society, history is not 

a human creation, but is independent, authoritative and objective. Scientific discoveries 

are built rationally, piece by piece in a linear and cumulative process. Facts "speak for 
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themselves", independentiy of people. These are all belief structures and n o m  that can 

be traced to pr ia  and that would be uniikely to exist as they do under a diffèrent world 

view. 

These and other beliefk springing h m  the print world view help produce our 

collective expectations. Leaders should be cool and controiled, officiais detached and 

impersonal in the execution of their duties. Organizations should be structured in a 

certain way, pursue certain ends and not others, and include certain bctions, such as 

accounting, personnel, and more recently, information systems departments. 

This print world view is self-reinforcing. Many of the institutions identified in 

the literaîure, such as knowledge systems of the sciences and professions, our legal and 

education systems, are actualiy pmducts of the print world view. They act as 

reinforcing mechanisms, operating automatically to support and maintain the print world 

view, instilling it in us as children, subtly closing us off to other possibilities. Theu 

success begets new applications of the print belief systern, which slowly pemeate 

society. The more these secondary institutions become integrated into our society, the 

less we question, or even notice them. They are the way things are, "the rules of the 

game" . 

This makes the print world view an enduring one. Indecd, Eisenstein has traceci 

the print world view back ta very early in pnnt's history. Embedded in secandary 

institutions such as ou.  education systern, the print worid view is continually reinforced. 

P M ~  becomes the very means by which we acquire knowledge of our environment. It is 

only recently, with the advent of electronic media, that this has been chailenged. 



The print world view is an abstract concept; an intangible system of belïefs that 

we use to explain and evaluate our world, to structure our interactions with our 

environment, It is based on a wrïtten tool - the simplined alphabet - that is itself highly 

abstract; so much so that its 26 symbols can reproduce a wide range of oral languages. 

As Innis' work suggests, m y  dominant medium would have the potential to shape 

information flows in sirnilar ways in different societies. The properties of prht - 

permanence, precision, dormity, linearity, objectivity, segmentation, high coding - 

hold regardless of the language or culture. The print world view is the ody institution 

with beiief structures that touch virtually ail aspects of society, and that is so closely 

linked to human cognition. As such, it offers a more comprehensive source of 

organizational homogeneity than religion, or emulation and diffusion. 

Framework and secondary institutions 

This argument also implies that one institution, such as print, can give rise to 

others, such as legal or education systems. There is support for this in institutioaalist 

literature. Some authors distinguish between types or levels of institutions. Scott 

distinguishes between wider d e  h e w o r k s  and narrower govername systems." 

Similarly, Paquet distinguishes between Eramework institutions, which are wide-ranging 

in influence, and secondary institutions, which are more E t e d  in scope? Using this 

structure, print would be a h e w o r k  institution, because of its pervasive infiuence on 

society, including other secondary, institutions of society. 

22 Scott, "Toward a Theoretical Synthesis," 70. 

23 Paquet, Imtitutional Evolution in an Information Age, 4. 
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Bureaucracy as an Institution 

We c m  now offer an alternative explanation for the nse of bureaucracy, ushg 

institutional theory, with the print world view as the dominant institutional force. 

As noted earlier, the development of modem bureaucracy has been commonly 

linked with a number of developments in what might be termeci the business 

environment. Among these are: the development of money economia, mess education, 

the emergence of large-scale administrative problems out of the Industrial Revolution, 

and the development of the capitalist system." Of these, the Industrial Revolution is 

most widely identifieci as the mot cause. Clearly, the increase in the speed and volume 

of production during the Industrial Revolution required a different method of organizing 

administration. However, this does not explai. why bureaucracy, in particular, arose 

and not anather organizational form. Why an organkational form based on hierarchy, 

impersonality, specialization and written d e s ?  

A neoinstiutionalist argument for bureaucracy would be that it is built h m  

elements existing in the rati0naliir:ed environment. These elements are products of social 

institutions, and as such have legitimacy on their own. Any organhtion constnicted 

h m  these elements would be legitimated in the eyes of society, regardless of whether 

its structure was rational for the work at hanci. It would be presumed to be rational. 

Successful orgauizations would be copied mtil the form was disseminateci throughout 

the environment. 

24 Blau, Bureaucrucy in Modern Society, 2û-29. 
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Indeed, Meyer and Rowan argue that bureaucracy is caused in part by the 

"prolifération of rationalized myths in society"? Xowever, they focus on the 

organkation's immediate environment, i d e n m g  the processes that generate these 

myths in terms of the complexity of the relational networks in wGch the organïzation 

participates, the degree of collective organization of the environment and the leadership 

efforts of local organizations. 

DïMaggio and Powell take a slightly different approach, arguing that the causes 

of bureaucracy have now shifted mm those identifieci by Weber. Iiistead, the continuecl 

p w t h  of bureaucracy is because "individual efforts to deal rationally with uncertainty 

and constraint o h  lead, in the aggregate, to homogeneity in structure, culture, and 

output."26 

None of these expianations adâress the source of the rationalized environment, or 

of the Iegitimated elements of bureaucraties. They begin one step removed Wrn the 

source, accepting the existence of the institutions giving rise to these elements. 

Neither do they offer a satisfactory explanation for the dominance of bureaucracy 

throughout the Western industrialized worid. Emulation and diffiision only go so far to 

explain this pervasiveness. There must be an underlying shared cognitive system that 

allows this d e l  to be successfûiiy implemented. 

The print world view, as an institution, provides this underlying systern. 

Bureaucracy as an o r g h t i o n a l  form is created h m  elements available throughout the 

- -- - - - pp -- 

25 Meyer, "Formal Structure as -Myth and Ceremony," 47. 

26 Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, "The Iron Cage Revisited: Institutional 
Isomorphism and Collective Rationality in Organizational Fields," in The Nau 
Imtihrtionalh, Powell and DiMaggio, eds., 63-64. 
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institutionaiized environment; elements that owe their existence to the cognitive and 

normative systems of the print world view - hierarchy, objectivity, specialization, 

written des, segmenteci fimctions and processes, and centralization, to name a few. 

Bureaucracy rose to dominance not because it was the optimal response to the 

demands of the IndUStTiai Revolution, but because it fit the expectations created by the 

print institution. It fit them so weil that it became instiutionalized itseIf. As an 

institution, bureaucracy both results h m  and reinforces the institution of print. 

Berger et al see bureaucracy as a p r e h e n t  institutional form in society. They 

identif;, a "bureaucratic consciousness" that includes belief in delimited spheres of 

competence, the importance of proper procedure, and imper~onality?~ They aiso note 

that there is a "generally accepted assumption that . . . a bureaucratic system is 

necessary, especially in the pubWpolitica.1 sphere" and that duits share a general 

knowledge of bureaucracy which they bring to any bureaumatic encounters. This shared 

knowledge includes beliefs in the competence of bureaucrats, proper procedure and 

anonymity? 

This shared belief system, which is also normative in that it prescribes 

appropriate actions for bureaucraties and actors within bweaucracies, fits the main 

criteria of an institution, discussed eariier. 

27 Scott, "Unpacking Institutional Arguments," 166. 

28 Peter L. Berger, Brigitte Berger and Hansfned Keliner, The Homeless M i d ;  
Modernkation and Consciousness (New York: Random House Inc., 1973), 43-47. 



Berger et al also note that bureaucracy is often arbitrarily imposed on our social 

reality; it is not intrinsic to the actions to be performed? We may provide a rationale 

of; for example, efficiency. However, that rationale is based on socidy accepted 

notions that bureaucracy is efficient, and is more efficient îhan any other organizational 

form. Rather than being based on actual qualities of bureaucracy, it is based on beliefs 

about the appropriateness of bureaucracy in certain situations. The fact that Western 

society has unquestioningly accepted bureaucracy as the only means of strucuring large 

organizations reflects the institutionaiization of bureaucracy in our society. Bureaucracy 

has become an institution because it so successfhlly and p o w U y  incorporates the 

elements that the print world view left "littered about the landscape". 

Bureaucracy has continued to spread not because, as Weber suggested, it is a 

powerfiil form for efficiently hamessing the efforts of workers, but because it became so 

effectively entwined with the belief and normative structures of the print institution that 

it evolved into an institution itself. Using Paquet's levels of institutions, print media 

with their broad influence on society wodd be the Gramework institution, while 

bureaucracy, more limitai in its influence compared with print, would be a secondary 

institution. 

Conclusion 

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between print media, institutionaiized 

elements, and bureaucracy. The relationship, as argued in this Chapter, is a causal one. 

Print media, as an institution, give rise to a range of legitimated elements, which in tum 



are used to create organizatiom. These organizatitions are legitimated in the view of 

society, because they incorporate these elments, not because their structure is the most 

appropriate for the wo& at hand, 

FIGURE 1 

The Print Institution and ûrgmizational Structure 

This is a departure b m  other neoinstitutionalist discussions, which treat media, 

if at ail, as technological tools. Rather than mere tmls, media should be considered as 

institutions that influence organizational structure, among other aspects of society, far 

beyond the content they transmit. 



It is interesthg to note that neoinstitutionalism, with its focus on cognitive 

systems, developed since the late 1970s? This suggests the theory benefits h m  the 

vantage point offered by emerging communication media Electronic media may have 

contributed to the theory by offering a systemic perspective to challenge the lineanty of 

the p ~ t  world view. The print world view, with the value it places on rationality and 

consistency may be at the mot of institutionalism's concern with the inconsistencies 

between formal organizationd structure and the demands of the work. 

StilI, neoinstitutionalism places a heavy emphasis on rationalisru and the role of 

professions and science in establishing the cognitive systems that influence 

organizational structures. In this the theory itselfreflects the influence of print on our 

belief systems, and sinmittedly, the reality of contemporary society. Even with this 

emphasis on the rationaiized environment and on cognitive d e s ,  neoinstitutionalism 

takes a much less segmente& more systemic view of organizations than previous 

theones. In particular, the severing of a direct causal link between an organization's 

structure and its work and the inclusion of a broader range of influences, such as 

cognitive and nonnative elements of society, are indicative of a more systemic view. 

Neoinstitutionalism offas several insights for this argument. It gives the 

environment a primary role in determinhg orgmizational structure. It defines the 

organ.izationls environment as more than a collection of otha organizations and groups 

that the organization interacts with, but as the rules and belief systems that have become 

institutionalized within society and form a normative climate for organizations. This 

30 Scott pins the year at 1977, when Meyer and Rowan published an article 
focusing on uistitutionaiized beliefs, d e s  and roles. Scott, 'Wnpacking Institutional 
Arguments," 165. 
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allows institutionalism to incorporate cognitive and normative aspects of society, 

making the link between beiief systems and organizational structure. 

In tum, we can link communication media and societal belief systems. As 

cognitive and normative systems, institutions are susceptiile to influence by the 

dominant communication media of a society. The media, in efféct, help to shape the 

rational myths that form the environment that lends crediiility to certain organizational 

fonns, and that delegithizes others. In other words, the media act as an institution. 

In the case of Western industriaiized society, that dominant media set is print. 

The print world view is abstract, constitutes a shared system of des or social patterns 

that are accepted virtualiy without question, is self-reproducing through routine 

activities, and is permanent - ali characteristics common to definitions of institutions. 

Previous explanations for the development and dominance of bureaucracy do not 

address the fimdamental question of why bureaucracy, in particular, arosé and not some 

other organizational form. The missing element is the print world view, which as an 

institution provides the ideological basis for bu~eaucracy and many secondq 

institutions that underpin Western industriaiized society. The institutionalization of the 

print world view provided ali the elements of a fertile environment for bureaucracy to 

take root. The institutionalization of bureaucracy itselfsealed its successfiil m i o n  

throughout society. 

As a specinc organizational f o r a  bureaucracy is a creation of the print world 

view, built h m  the elements in the environment. As a concept, bureaucracy is an 

institution. As a successikl organkmtional mode1 that is emulated, bureaucracy helps to 



reinforce the p ~ t  world view that led to its development& in a self-sustaining feedback 

loop with the institution of print. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

A New Institution: EIectronic Media 

Every culture and every age has its fmorite ntodel 

of perception and knowfdge that it i s  incïined to prescn'be 

for everybody and everything. 

- Marshall McLuhan 

McLuhan has argued that we are in an age of transition, between the mechanical print 

culture of the past 500 years, and a new, electronic communication culture: 

An age in rapid transition is one which exists on the fiontier between two 
cultures and between conflicting technologies. Every moment of its 
consciousness is an act of translation of each of these cultures into the 
other. Today we live on the nontier between five centuries of 
mechanism and the new electronics, between the homogenous and the 
simultaneousL 

The signiscance of our contemporary situation Lies not in the shifi between 

communication media, but between institutions. The body of literature on the 

infiuences of electmnic media is not as well developed as that of print, which, in itself, 

is not surprising since we have less than 100 years of electronic communication 

compareci with more than 500 years of print. Analyses of print are dso conducted with 

the benefit of hindsight, fkom the vantage off& by electronic media With electroaic 

media, however, we do not have that advantage - it is the new technology itself that we 

are attempting to analyze- Nonetheless, there is evidence to support the argument that 

.- - 

1 McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy, 141. 
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electronic media are fostering a very different set of perceptions and beiiefs, and m e r ,  

that they are emerging as a fhmework institution in society. 

Some early conclusions on the influences of electronic media can be drawn by 

contrasting electronic media with print and oral media, and by drawing cornparisons 

between initial uses of electronic media and their contemporary applications. 

Early Electronic Media 

Initiaiiy, the development of e1ectronic media did Little more than build on the 

foundaîion laid by the printing press. This is in keeping with McLuhan's suggestion that 

during the transition period h m  one dominant medium to another, the content of a new 

technology is only the already dated content of the superseded technology2 The true 

properties of the newer media are masked by the uses to which it is put by print culture, 

making it al l  the more difficult to isolate properties and their effects. As the new 

technology, early electronic media did everything that print did, but faster, more 

efficiently and in higher volume than ever imagineci. What electronic media did not do, 

however, was fllndamentally alter the way we perceive or otganize o w  world. Rather, 

the new media were made to conform with the old; for example, computers were made 

more user-fiendly by incorporating p~t-based  imagery, such as "page white" screens, 

and software icons showing file folders and cabinets, bottles of glue and scissors. The 

perspective continueci to be print based. 

However, as electronic media become ubiquitous this perspective is changing. 

Some unique properties are becoming evident, In general, these properties are closer to 

2 Kroker, Technology and the Canadiun Mind, 56. 
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those of oral culture than of print, yet electronic media do retain some properties of 

print Therefore, the emerging electronic media culture does not represent a return to 

pre-print culture, but the creation of a hybrid, As a hybnd of oral and print media, 

electronic media share pmperties of both, although the combined impact of these 

properties is very ciiffixent h m  those of either orai or print media 

The properties of interest for a discussion on organizations are inclusiveness, 

transitory./permanence, segmentation, and symbolism and subjectivity. 

Inclusiveness 

McLuhan used the term "inclusiveness" to capture the continuous or systemic 

nature of electronic media, as contrasted with print's tendency toward hgmentation and 

segmentation. He drew a strong analogy between electronic and oral media, arguing 

that electronic media favor the "incIusive and participational spoken word over the 

specialist written wordw': and that visual Cprint] technologies "foster hgmentation and 

specialism, annies and empires. Electric technology favors not the hgmentary but the 

integral, not the mechanical but the ~rganic."~ 

One of the ironies of attempting to analyze electronic media is that the analytical 

tools are print based. To understand the implications of inclusiveness, one of the vague, 

intuitive terms characteristic of McLuhan's work requires a very print-oriented 

technique - segmenthg it into a number of distinct properties. 

-- - - 

3 McLuhan, Understanding Media, 82. 

4 McLuhan, Forward to Bias of Communication by Innis, xiii-xiv. 
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Simuhneity 

As has already been shown, print accelerated the collapse of space by reducing 

the importance of distance as an element of communication. With electronic media, it is 

time that ceases to be important, or rather the absence of delay between event and 

response, action and reaction, that becomes al1 important. This temporal speedup is 

returning an element of the simultaneity that Ong and McLuhan describe as 

characteristic of oral society. It is, however, a diffkrent simultaneity h m  that of oral 

society. 

In a society without records, the sense of simultaneity came fiom "the need to 

keep t a h g  about our conscious possessions acquired in the past in order not to lose 

them." In electronic society, simultaneity cornes h m  the speedup of events; the linear 

view of the past remains; "The cornputer is actually the most quantined and most highly 

sequential or linear of ail instruments: it creates a sense of simdtaneity only because its 

inhuman speedup of sequences makes it appear to annihilate them."' The time delay is 

eliminated, forcing a preoccupation with the present. In oral society, the past is part of 

the present, of everyday life. In electronic society, the past is forced farther into the 

past, increasing the sequential view of history. The result is not the incorporation of the 

past and fiture into daiiy Me, as in an oral culture, but an intense focus on the present. 

History, particularly history recorded in an earIier medium, becomes much more distant. 

The new sense of simuitaneity is also the result of the dwindling gap between 

cause and effect. With developments such as e1ectron.k data interchange, we are 

increasingly living and working in "real time". Point of sale terminais update 

5 Ong, Presence of the Word, 9 1. 
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inventories as each item is purchased, orders are automatically placed with suppliers and 

paid by electroic f b d s  transfer as goods leave the supplier. A slip of the tongue by a 

govemment official or an annomcement by a politician can be reflected wittiin hours in 

the value of the nation's currency* Activities on foreign stock exchanges can have an 

immediate impact on the value of the dollar; political events can affect a company's 

share price within hours. As McLuhan notes, "electric speed in bringing all social and 

political fimctions toge- in a suddm implosion has heightened himian awareness of 

responsibüity to an intense degree.'16 This accelerated feedback means that electronic 

culture cannot remain detachd h m  the consequences of actions as effectively as can 

print culture. 

Electronic media have also finally severed the time-space link. With print 

media, distance was no longer a significant barrier to the transmission of large amounts 

of detadeci information. However, it remained a barrier to the speed of transmission - 

the farther the destination, the slower the transmission. W h  electronic media, this 

relationship is severed. Real tirne interactions can occur over vast distances or between 

neighbors. with little discemile diffemice. Activities becorne less and less linked to 

physical place. 

Linking power 

Katsh uses this term to describe "an enhanceci ability to both Iocate persons with 

ceriain qualities or interesîs and wmmunicate with them."' Electronic media provide a 

- - 

6 McLuhan, Understandrirg Media, 5. 

7 Katsh, Transformation of Law, 240. 
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means of forging links among people and groups where the segmenthg nature of print 

made such communication difficult or impossiile. Newsgroups and chatrooms on the 

Intemet are examples of this, where individu& can easily locate others sharing similar 

intexes&, however obscure, without regard for physical location. In cornparison with 

pruit, "the ease of formiug links makes it possible to establish groups amund relatively 

minor interests and concerns."' This type of communication is expensive in a p r i .  

culture, and is limited to those individuais and organizatios with relatively large pools 

of resources or to those who can convince joumalists - gate keepers of mass information 

media - of the value of their message. With electronic media such as the Internet, 

anyone with a message c m  distnhte it globally with a relatively small investment of 

time and money, and potentially attract the attention of like-rninded individuals. 

Group membership, then, becomes increasingly self-selected and less dependent 

on location. As Meyrowitz notes, social interactions are no longer linked to place as 

they were in p ~ t  society. Individuais have access to information and people previously 

far beyond their reach physically and socially. Relationships cm take place outside of 

the physical locations previously required - conversations need not be face to face; 

business meetings need not be conducted in the same room for participants to see and 

hear each other. The race, gender, age and social status of participants in Internet 

newsgroups or chatrooms need never be known. 

As Meyrowitz argues, electronic media have fhdamentally changed "the logic 

of the social order by restructuring the relationship between physical place and social 

Ibid., 243. 



place . . ."? We see the creation of new social situations, with new information flows 

and sociaiîy-absorbed d e s  that are not dependent on places, such as home or office or 

community, aud that do not respect old notions of public and private. This is 

reminiscent of McLuhan's global village, where events across the globe are received as 

quickly as, or more quickly than, events next door. The s e v e ~ g  of the link between 

social position and information access also suggests more egalitarian structures. 

Accessibiiity 

Closely related to Linking power is accessïbility. Part of the segmenthg 

influence of print lies in the systems of storage and retrieval it fosters. In libraries, 

books are stored behind walls, with restrictions on who can access thern, when and for 

how long. Accessibility is fiirther limited by whether the particuiar book is "in". 

Libraries themselves are isolated h m  each other, and can be specialized in disciplines, 

such as law or medicine. This physical separation of information over time contributed 

to a psychological segmentation, and possibly to the development of professions such as 

1aw.l0 

With electronic media, however, many of these restrictions no longer apply. 

Wonnation on electronic networks is available all &y, every day. It is never "out". 

Even in the case of print liiraries, the holdings of individual li'braries can be searched 

electronically, without visiting the physicai liirary itself. Monnation can be more 

readily located, and is thus made more readily accessible. In this case it is not new 
- - 

9 Meyrowitz, No Sense of Place, 308. 

1 O Katsh, Transfomation of Law, 224. 
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infiormation that is being created, but existing information that was previously restricted 

that has become more broadly available. The information was always there and could 

be accessed given suffScient tenaCity on the part of the researcher, but print raised 

barriers that made access ~ c u l t .  Electronic media help lower those barriers, 

It is much easier, on the Internet almost effortless, to access information h m  

another discipline. It does not require traveling to a bookstore, or acquiring borrowing 

rights at a library, In most cases, it does not require membmhip in any particula. 

group, although it may require access to the terrninology of that group. The ability to 

discover information accidentally is greatly enhanced through activities such as 

electronic browsing. 

The low level of ski11 required to decode electronic media also supports 

accessibility. Until the advent of computers, electronic media required little in the way 

of specialized knowledge to use. There is little skill required to use the telephone or 

watch a television program, compared with the requirements of learning to read. 

Computers apparently reversed that trend, being wmplicated to leam and 

cornter-intuitive. Kncreasingly, that is more perception than reality, as computers 

become the focus of intense efforts to make them completely intuitive in use." 

Aiready, icons are replacing words for performing basic computer hctions; with the 

point and click of the mouse replafing keyboarding skilis. 

The increase in image-based content, such as icons, combined with low coding, 

holds the potential to dramatically increase the accessibility of information. An 

- - 

11 David Burstein and David Kline, Road Wam-ors: Dreams and Nighhnares 
Along the Information Highway (New York: Pen- Books, 1995), chap. 3 passim. 



illustration is learning to tie a shoelace. Ifwe had to learn by reading a description with 

no illustrations, that skiil wouid be lirnited to the educated, and particdarly those among 

the educated who could visualize and reproduce the steps." A video, however, does not 

require either literacy or abstract visuaikation skills. nius the information is made 

available to a wider range of publics. Electronic media have already opened up 

disciplines previously inaccessible to the layperson - cable television viewm can 

watch a complete operation as if they were medicai students, or vicariously participate 

in a police arrest. 

This does not, however, represent a complete rem to oral culture, since reading 

would temain a fimdamental ski11 for the transmission of complex information. 

Integration 

Another facet of inclusiveness is integration. Books are objects in themselves, 

independent of each other and of other sources of information. They compartmentalize 

information, within covers and chapten, and are themselves compartmentalized within 

iïbraries. Electronic media c m  translate previously independent components - Mages, 

text, speech - hto digital form and merge them in ways previously impossible. The 

r d t s  are l a s  Linear, more wmplex and subjective, and work to undennine the 

segmentation of print media. 

McLuhan criticized print for its "visual homogenuing of experience . . . and the 

relegation of auditory and other sensuous complexity to the backgr~und".'~ Electronic 

12 Meyrowitz, No Sense of Place, 79. 

13 McLuhan, Gutenberg Galaxy, 125. 
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media reintegrate this sensuous complexity, through the use of sound, movement and 

interactive applications of the technology. Virtual reality, for example, aiiows the 

creation and manipulation of "abjects" that do not exist. Although stiil primarily a 

visual activity, it is one talciug place in three dimensions, that requires interaction 

between the user and the technology. Video games incorporate sound and action into a 

much more wmplex sensory experience than the sequential act of reading. Participants 

must assimilate information much more quickly, and in what is at least in appearance, a 

more random order than with print. Linear thinking becomes an impediment. 

Not only does this integrate discrete media but it undermines the distinctions 

print media fostered between disciplines, professions, and public and private lives. 

Again, the Intemet is the most dramatic example of this: 

The Internet embodies the spirit of the integration which McLuhan 
identifid It l i t d y  integrates ail forms of media by providing a global 
networkd digital medium that can accept any form of information that 
can be digitized, fiom text and visual images to audio and music. 
Information flows h m  one domain to another and by doing so breaks 
down the barriers between work and learning, entertainment and 
education, work and leisure, tecbnology and culture, art and science." 

This leads to an increased ability for ideas and concepts to cross boundaries 

between disciplines and a corresponding difficulty in keeping information within 

boundaries. A case in point is the development of chaos theory, which owes much to 

the integration of information h m  ciiffirent disciplines. ïts development was impeded 

by the traditionai compartmentalization of scientific disciplines. Work was duplicated 

14 Robert K. Logan, The Fiph Language: Leuming a Living in the Cornputer Age 
(Toronto: Stoddart Publishing Co. Limited, 1995), 29 1. 
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between meteorologists, physicists and biologists, because none read the others' 

journals. The cross-disciplinary nature of the theory was discovered by accident. This 

is a clear example of how the specialization and segmentation facilitated by print and 

technical rationalist thought can impede the creation of new knowledge." 

Electronic media also lack the visual cues of print media that distinguîsh types of 

content - entertainment content h m  academic, fact h m  fiction. An academic journal, 

a comic book and news magazine aIi look very distinct; their appearance is a cue to the 

nature of their content. Sites on the Intemet's world wide web, however, tend to share 

the same basic visual characteristics. This further erodes distinctions between types and 

sources of information. 

Transitory/Permanent 

The transitory nature of oral communication means that concepts such as iiteral 

meaning, verbatim reports and permanent, original records are alien to an orai culture, as 

is individual ownership of ideas. Electronic media reincorporate an elexnent of this 

transitory nature. For example, Pool describes a "subculture of authors" using computer 

networks to dismbuted their work to colleagues, who add their co~ments  to the 

electronic file and pass it dong: "Thus the manuscript stored in the computer may 

change daily. There may never be a canonical ~ersion."'~ 

1s James Gleick, Chaos: Making a Nau Science (New York: Penguin Books, 
1987), 3 1. 

16 Ithiel de sola Pool, Technologies WÏlhout Boundannes (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1990), 252. 



At the same tirne, electronic media make it possible to permanently store and 

retrieve more information than ever before. Live reports h m  war zones or of police 

chases are experienced in real tirne; the audiaux watches them as they happen. At the 

same time, however, a vide0 record is preserved, to be reviewed at any time. 

Information h m  a web site can be downloaded and pexmanenly preserved in the user's 

computer, but the site itselfchanges, sometimes daily. Visitors to some web sites can 

add their comments, changing the site content at times and in ways that are 

unpredictable, but those changes also assume a type of short-lived permanence, 

remaining available to other visitors for days or weeks, or pemianently if downloaded to 

a computer hard drive. Thus electronic media permit the combination of the perception 

of temporariness with the permanence of print. 

Segmentation 

At the same time that electronic media break down barriers established by print, 

they foster a different type of segmentation. Print compartmentalized information. 

However, its repeatability also helped to create mass media, where the same message 

could be distributed to thousands or millions of audience members. In essence, these are 

two sides of the same coi.  - information is segmented and defined, but it can also be 

distn'buted to a mass, undifferentiated audience. 

At the same time that electronic media support integration, they undermine what 

McLuhan termed "homogenization". Electronic media continue to make a mass 

audience possible, although increasingly iinlikely, as the choices among narrower, more 

speciaîized information become wider. 



An elusive and hgmented audience codÎonts any speaker who wishes to 
address an issue and convey information of a generai public concern. This 
is a major problem faced by the media consultants of governments and 
campaign organizations. The technological structure of the "forum" is 
available, but it is oAen dficult to find the "public"." 

Mass cornmimication is giving way to individuc~lized communication that can be 

distriiuted on a mass basis. 

In one way or another, the programmed logic that c m  be built into 
modem electronic communication is reducing in part the passive 
uniformity ofmass communication- Iust as computer-controiled 
assembly lines c m  Vary the product in a way that would be prohiitively 
expensive otherwise, so too computer-controlled media production can 
bring into the realm of economic feasibility kinds of communication that 
take some acwunt of the individual to whom they are addressed." 

This goes beyond the tailoring of messages to audiences in regional editions of 

magazines or other such publications. It allows the individual to tailor the information. 

Intemet services such as ~ointcast '~  will automatically send a daily news packet to the 

cornputers of individual subsmim, composed of only those articles and h m  those 

news sources that are of interest. This is leading to fhgmentation of audiences and 

specialization of messages to particular groups, subgroups and individuals in society. 

The difference between this segmentation and the one fostered by print is its 

source. With print, the segmentation is extemally imposed - the compartrnentalization 

of information by those who produce and package it discourages integration. With 

-- - - 

17 Paul Corcoran, Political Language and Rhetoric (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1979), 164. 

1 a Pool, Technologies Wthout Boundm-es, 60. 

19 Internet, available at www.pointcast.com, accessed Iune 26, 1997. 



electronic media, the segmentation is self-imposed. Individuals seek out the messages 

they want and block those they do not want to receive. The choice rests with the 

individuai. 

The other d .erence is that the segmentation by electronic media dso divorces 

information h m  its context, Television news programs consist of a series of events 

connected only by the fact that they occurred within the same time period Each event is 

presented as an isolated point in time, devoid of context. Similarly, travelm on the 

Intemet can enter web sites at any point; the concept of beginnhg, middle and end no 

longer applies. Links move the traveler to other sites that may be only tangentially 

relatd Information is acquired in chunks, which are treated as if they exist 

independentiy of any other information chunks. 

Subjective and Symbolic 

Corcoran argues that print has helped change the nature of public discowse by 

making speeches a source of information secondary to print, with the resulting 

"tendency for oral address to become a performance and to be received as such by the 

audience"?0 Electronic media are taking this one step fÙrther, fostering "a preference for 

communications designecl to convey images and symbols rather than agreement, scenes 

rather than speech, actions rathei than words, emotions rather than tho~ghts."~' 

Electronic media do this because they transmit images and voices as well as text. 

As a resuit, they support more subjective and symbolic content, similar to oral 

- - - - - - - - 

20 Corcoran, Political Language, 129. 

21 Ibid., 161. 



communication. Words are once again linked with vocal intonation or facial expression. 

Even in text-based ernaily messages are now including symbolic representations of a 

smiling face, :) or a hwnhg one, : ( to add emotional context to the message. 

Similarly, media capture and publicize previously private emotions with an 

i n t i ~ ~ ~ y  not achievable by print. Authority figures are caught in unguarded moments 

by cameras or microphones. Audiences watch "iïve" as people scurry for cover in fear 

at the sound of air raid sirens. The subjective, emotional content is inescapable. 

At the same tirne, however, electronic media are themselves mediators in the 

communication process. So while the media can have the simultaneity and emotional 

content of face-to-face communication in oral society, they also maintain a sense of 

distance. with participants separated in time or space or both, by the telephone, video or 

audio tape or cornputer. The emotional content is emphasized, yet an element of 

detachment remains. 

The image-based nature of many electronic media, as weU as fostering 

accessibility, also makes it Iess precise than print. As Ong notes, symbolic content, by 

its naturey allows greater latitude in interpretation, favoring generalities over specifics. 

Yet in the case of eIectronic media, this is combined with an ability to transmit text in 

unparallelecl quanttities, and to keep permanent, easiiy accessed records. Precision is 

not eliminated, 

Sumrnary 

Table 3 summarizes these properties of electmnic media, opposite those of print 

and oral media 



TABLE 3 

Properties of oral, print and electronic media 

1 Oral Media 1 Print Media 1 ~lectronic Media II 

wntinuous, inclusive 1 segmented, discrete 1 inclusivenesslsegmentation II 

transitory 

symbolic 
simultaneous 

subjective 

commUIiity 

As a hybrid, electronic media exht'bit properties of both oral and print media at 

the same tirne, such as permanence and simultaneity; but they also exhiiit unique 

properties, such as linking power and integration. However, the nature of these 

propdes is different h m  those in oral or print media, which suggests different 

influences on society. This will be explored in the next section. 

EMERGING BELIEF SYSTEMS 

permanent 

precise. literal, d o r m  
linear. sequential 
objective, abstract 

individualism 

Electronic media are replacing print as a fiamework institution in Western society. In 

doing so, electronic media are challenging the mores and belief systems that have 

guided the development of Western industriaiized society. 

This section reviews the changes in cognitive and normative systems that couid 

result h m  sucb a shif€. The infiuences discussed here are chosen for illustrative 

transitory/permatlent 

symbolic 
simultaneous 

subjective 
individualism 



purposes, for their contrast with print institutionaiized elements and their potential effect 

on organizatioas. 

Individualism 

This is perhaps the single most signincant shift occurring between print and 

electronic media institutions. It is manifestai in two broad forms: increased sense of 

individual control and increased expectations for individual treatment, 

Individuai control 

Through properties such as accessiiility and linking power, discussed earlier, 

electronic media are encouraging the perception of the individual and not the 

organization, as the source of action in society. This goes far beyond the increased 

sense of individalism that print fostered. It is a shiff in control h m  the organization to 

the individuai. 

It is not just that people have fat greater access to information, but to the 

information they want, when they want it. Individuals can contml the information they 

receive to a degree never befo- possible. This is capturd in the concept of push and 

puil communications in organizational communication. In push communication, the 

organi7ation determines the audience, the content of the message, and pushes the 

message out to the audience. This is epitomized in the print approach of producing a 

brochure or newsletter and distn'buting it to a target audience. In puli communication, 

the individual decides what information he or she wants, and seeks it out, This is the 

concept behind Intemet-based services such as PointCast, and proposeci pay pet view 



television, where viewers order what they when they want it, not according to a centrally 

detennined schedule and menu. 

There is a subtle but signincant shifi in control occurring here. Rather than 

sending out a message, the organktion places the information where the individuai is 

likely to look for it, and waits for the audience to corne. The individual assumes 

responsi'birity for initiating the contact, and receiving the message. In effect, the 

individual determines what messages he or she receives. WhiIe unable to control the 

content of the message - that remaius with the onginator - the individual has a far 

p a t e r  capacity to tailor the information stream to personal interests, to seek out what is 

of interest, block out what is not, and to h d  alternative sources to ver& or discredit 

that information. 

The organization is no longer in the role of providing prepackaged messages to 

be accepted or rejected in their entirety. Instead, it is pmviding message packets, that 

can be accessed in whole or in part, accepted in whole or in part, and that can be viewed 

independently of the context of the remainder of the message. Manipulation of a 

message by the organization becomes increasingiy more subtle and complex. 

Manipulation of a message by individuals, however, becomes increasingly easy. 

Individuals can not only more easily access the information they want, but they 

can disseminate information much more readily than before. Through mail, web sites 

and news groups, individuais have access to potentialiy vast audiences, without the need 

for corzespondingty vast resources or the co-operation of media gatekeepers. The 

potential power shift in this respect is enormous. 



A case in point is that of Lexis-Nexis, a database service in the United States that 

was vetually shut d o m  for several days by an email sent by one, unidentifieci 

individual." The individuai took issue with what he or she believed to be the content of 

a new database launched by the company, although similar databases were already being 

marketed by cornpetitors. The individual sent an mail containhg emneous 

information about the database contents (intentionally or not is unknown) to a personal 

email list. The recipients passed it on to their mail lists, and so on. Within two weeks 

of the &st email, Lexis-Nexis was receiving so many public inquiries that its phone 

system, which supports 300 customer senrice representatives, began coilapsing several 

times daily. 

It is doubtfûi that such a campaign could have succeeded in print First, the 

length of t h e  required to build momentum would have given the company time to 

correct the false information that was being disseminateci. Second, an effective, 

nation-wide campaign would have required the co-operation of the media; again, 

another opportunity for the information to be clarifieci and corrected. Third, information 

being received through a public source, such as a newspaper, does not have the 

immediacy or credibility of a persona1 email sent h m  a fiend or coileague. In effect, 

the Intemet email system became a gimt rumor d l ,  which once operating was very 

dificuit for the organization to counteract. The important point is that this began as a 

result of the action of a single individual, and ended with a large organization 

22 k l e y  Sprigg, "How to do Cnsis Public Relations on the Intemet", in Corporute 
Communicators Conference YI. Sessionai Spopses, Bill Sweetland, ed. (Chicago: 
Lawrence Ragan Communications Inc.: 1997). 
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temporarily brought to its knees. This signals a potentiaily signincant shift of control to 

the individual. 

Gilder characterizes this shift in terms of power moving h m  the center to the 

periphery. He equates the movement of computing power h m  centraüzed structures to 

the individual through the popularization of personal wmputers, with a decentralization 

in power, which is inherently hostile to hietarchies, monopolies, industrial bureaucracies 

and ali kinds of top-down systems." This diaision of power supports systems in which 

the individual d e s  his or her own domain, a society of equals under the law." 

This suggests a number of emerging expectations. One is that individuals assume 

greater control and responsi'bility, initiating action on their own, rather than only 

through an organization. Related to this, information may be viewed as a cornmon 

resource, that should be widely available and h e  for the taking; indeed this is 

fiindamental to individual &dom to act independently. Perhaps more important wouid 

be a shif€ in perception of the power of the individual opposite the organizattion, the 

belief that individuals can successfùlly infiuence organizations - the organization is not 

necessarily more powerfid than the individuai. 

Individual treatment 

Electronic media may also encourage expectations of individual treatment and 

undermine belief in the faimess of identical treatment of ail individuals. As Meyrowitz 

23 George Gilder, Lre After TeIevMon (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
1992), 126. 

24 Ibid., 48. 



notes, "What many people l e m  and expdence through electmnic media have relatively 

little to do with theu age, traditional education, and social po~ition."~ The exposure of 

larger segments of society to a variety of places and ways of life could foster increased 

awareness of individual characteristics and acceptance of diversity. At the same tirne, 

Katsh points out that this new access to information also leads to greater awareness of 

inequaiity of treatment in society, and attn'iutes current demands for rights and concems 

with equality to this increased exposure? Meyrowitz agrees, linking the rise of the civil 

rights movement to the expansion of television across the U.SO2' 

Heightened expectations of individual treatment could erode public acceptance 

of standards of impersonai, objective treatment, in favor of that which takes into account 

unique individual circumstances. This suggests that pmcess may no longer be acceptecl 

as legitimizing outcomes; rather that outcomes, in terms of the end impact on the 

individual, must be seen as legitimate in themselves. 

This also suggests increased acceptance of a subjective component in public 

interactions and decisions. As electronic media corne to dominate public 

communication, more exnotional and subjective content enters the public arena. One 

resuit is that the d e s  of the game are being altered by the movement of subjective and 

symbolic content into areas previously dominated by the literal. In a print world, literal, 

precise content is highly valued across a wide range of disciplines and especially in 

-- 

25 Meyrowitz, No Sense of Place, 79. 

26 W h ,  Transformation of Law, 263. 

27 Meyrowitz, No Sense of Place, 133. 
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bureaucraties. A primary criticism of many non-bureaucratie organhtions, such as 

envirr,~mental or social groups, is that they are not disciplined or rigorous enough in 

their work. However, now this objective content may increasingly be seen as only one 

facet of information, with the subjectivekyxnbolic content ais0 in demand as balance for 

the fiteral. For example, ten years ago, a survey by Fortune Magazine showed that chief 

executive officers in Fortune 500 companies ranked financial acumen, an objective ski& 

as most important to their position. In a L996 repeat of the survey, hancial acumen 

was displaceci by marketing, a subjective/symbolic skill." Thus we see an emphasis on 

values discussions in organizations and on the need for organizationai vision. The SM 

is fkom viewing subjective and symbolic content as extemal to the social situations of 

the workplace, to seeing them as an intrimic, normal part of these situations. 

Erosion of Hierarchy 

Meyrowitz observes that "the reliance of authority on privacy suggests that 

hierarchies are &y supported by media that foster a clear distinction between 

leaders' personal behaviors and public actions."" However, electronic media are 

exposing the personai behavior of leaders to a degree not possible thmugh print. 

Further, subordinates have p a t e r  access to information, and greater ability to share 

information horizontally. This removes the iink between place or position and access to 

information. Since hietatchy "depends greatiy on restriction of information and on 

28 Anne Kingston, "Girding the Corporate Warrior for TV", The Globe and Mail, 
April 1 9,1997, C3. 

w Meyrowitz, No Sense of Place, 66. 



limiting subordhates' access to ail but a few on-stage Ipublic] situations" it may "be 

undermineci by new media that expose what were once the private spheres of 

a~thorities.''~ 

Similarly, increased accessibility of third-party information, particdarly of 

alternative facts and views to those presented by official channels, could undermine 

officiai sources and support a trend of increased challenges to official information. 

Within days of an airliner crash, one can f h d  detailed information on the Internet on the 

safety record of the airline and of the particdar make of airplane. Why should the 

public accept the explanations offered by government or the airline when they can look 

up the information themselves and draw their own conclusions? Respect for authority 

figures, based on assumptions that those in authonty biow more or answer to a higher 

standard of personal behavior, may be undermineci. 

The low codiug characteristic of e1ectron.i~ media means that those with little 

training can use the media as effectively as those with significant training. A caller to a 

radio show can publicly stump an expert, or use the Internet to c o d h n  or refbte an 

expert's analysis, such as a medical diagnosis. When translateci into a lower ski11 

medium, information loses some of the mystique that helps support speciahtion and 

hierarchy? 

However, it is not just increased access to information that is undennining 

traditional structures, but the problem of what Kroker terms "twenty-first century 

- -  - 

30 Ibid., 65-66. 

31 Ibid., 63. 



technology and nineteenth cenhiry perception"? The simultaneity of electronic media 

demamis instant responses h m  those in authority, responses which then are analyzed 

and criticized in light of other available information. We are demanding the immediate 

responses we might expect in an oral society, but using the standards of print society to 

assess those responses. It is this contradiction in expectations created by the overlap of 

media that is creating perceptions that can undermine authority, not necessarily the 

specinc actions or inaction of those in authority. Thus, electronic media permit the 

combination of the perception of temporariness with the permanence and precision of 

print, in an "instant replay" culture. Events must be immediate, but must also be 

accurate- 

As electronic media challenge authority, through availability of contradictory 

information, upstaging of experts by laypeople, conflicting demands of speed, precision 

and consistency on complex issues, they are undermining authority based on restriction 

of information. This could foster decreased respect for authority linked to position, 

creating, in Savoie's words, a new order that is "much more challenging, less 

defe~ential."~~ 

Change as the Norm 

Electronic media are creaing an expectation of change, rather than stability, as 

the nom. The experience of electronic media is a transitory one in itself; content often 

32 Kroker, Technoiogy and the Canadiun Mind, 127. 

33 Donald J. Savoie, "Reforming Civil Service Reforms", Policy Options 15, no. 3 
(April1994), 5-6. 



exists only while it is being experienced. Further, content in electronic media is ever 

changing - as ofien as daily on world wide web sites. One obvious outcome is a move 

toward acceptame of less permanent strt~chires and relationships. It is increasingly 

taken for granteci that things don't last - people will have a number of différent jobs 

throughout their career, businesses fail, skills become outdateci- 

The transitory nature of electmnic media holds the potential for a number of 

more subtIe effects on our belief systems. The increased pace of electronic media could 

foster attitudes that permanence and stability, however comforting they may be, hinder 

progress. Absence of change may be equated with stagnation. 

If permanence becomes perceived as a hindrance, then physical location may be 

seen as increasingly irrelevant. Bricks and mortar represent the permanence and 

stability valued in a print world. In an electmnic world, they may represent an 

anachnism, not only made irrelevant by the technology, but also perceived as 

dyshctional. 

Systemic Ontlook 

Electronic media are creating a unique combination of systemic and segmented 

vietkrpoints, that may foster a belief that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, 

but that those parts can be severed and recombined endlessly. As argued, electronic 

media facilitate a systexnic viewpoint through linking power, increased accessibility of 

information, and the ability to integrate previousiy discrete content sucb as text, sound 

and image. This influence can be seen in the emergence of systemic appmaches to a 

number of disciphes, including medicine, with the growth ofholistic medicine; 



administrative and organizational theory; and science, with emergence of chaos theory. 

Chaos theory represents a rejection of the trend to reductionism in the sciences, and 

concentrates on the patterns of the whole, d t i n g  in a new approach to science; one 

that attempts to in teme uncertainty, unpredictability and the need for adaptation. It is 

now being appüed to a range of disciplines, including administrative theory. 

It has also been suggested that this organic outlook, which takes a broader 

perspective, is one factor in the growing use of mediation services to resolve legal 

disputes. Designeci to find a solution that benefits ail parties, these services are finding 

increasing acceptance with the public just as the strict d e s  of the legal system are being 

increasingly criticized by the public. This appmach, of fïnding a solution that fits 

individual circumstances rather than one that f i ts  the law, is in closer step with the 

pre-print exacise of justice." 

At the same tirne, electronic media have extendeci a segmenthg influence 

through the subdivision of audiences and erosion of the mas, homogenous audience. 

The property of simultaneity means that the genesis of an event is not as accessible as 

the event itself. Television newscasts pmvide a glimpse of the events of the past 24 

hours, but allow no time for perspective or contemplation. To know what happened 

today is sufncient, events leading up to today are not relevant. Electmnic media also 

make it easier to take information out of context. The hternet allows access to sites and 

information at many points; context and linear sequencing are not important to the use 

of the material. 

34 Katsh, Transformation of Law, 87. 
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These two apparently contradictory forces - systemic and segmenting properties 

- have a similar impact; the sense that information can be combined and recombined, 

divorced h m  its ori* context, to create new information. The segmenting barriers 

of print are removed, pennitting new combinations and the identification of previously 

invisiile interrelations, but the print-based belief in the existence of facts independent of 

any paaicular source is heightened. History and context become less relevant, and 

creative use of components becomes more important, as do the ramifications of new 

combinations as they role out through the system. The systemic focus, then, is rooted in 

the present. 

Conclusion 

Chapter Four summarized the general characteristics of an institution, according 

to neoinstitutionalist theory, and argued that any dominant communication media hold 

the potential to evolve into an institution. Institutions are abstract concepts that create 

shared, taken-for-granted understandings of reality and expectations about collective 

activities; that are seif-reproducing, relatively permanent and evolutionary. 

Innis suggested that new media are the source of change in a culture dominated 

by one communication bias. Electronic media are fulnlling this d e ,  and in doing so, 

they are emerging as a new framework institution - one with the potential to supplant 

print. As such, they hold the potentiai to foster a profound shiA in our understanding of 

reality and our expectations for our relations with orgauhations, and the role, position 

and responsibilities of the individuai in society. A few of these shifb have been 

outlined in this Chapter, as they pertain to organizations. 



As with print, when talking about electronic media, we are tallcing about the 

cognitive and nonnative influences, not the specifïc technologies. It is clear that there is 

nothing deliberate about the belief s h . ,  aIthough the implementation of the technology 

in society and organizations may be dehierate. At the macro level, the development is 

evolutionary. It is only the permanence and self-reproducing nature of electronic media 

that have yet to be demonstrated, because of the media's relatively brief existence, 

The nnal Chapter will apply this argument to suggest what new institutionalized 

elements may arise, h m  which future organizations could be built, 



Organizations in an Electronic World 

An invasion of m i e s  cm be resisted, 

but not an idea whose time has corne. 

- Victor Hugo 

Buresrucracy has become the dominant organi71itional form in Western 

industrialized society because it successfiilly incorporates many of the elements created 

by the print institution. Without the belief systems and elements of the print world view, 

bureaucracy may weil have been stillborn or have foundered against the rocks of 

incompatible belief systems. 

However, the belief systenis underpinning bureaucracy are being transfonned by 

the introduction of a new institution - that of electronic media As argued in Chapter 

Five, there are some fiindamental differences between the belief systems associated with 

electronic media and those associated with print. 

If a change in framework institutions occurs as dramaticaily as the shift h m  

print to electronic media suggests, then the institutionalized elements fiom which 

organizations are constructeci wili also change dramatically. Organizations legitimated 

by the use of p ~ t  elements will no longer be in step with the environment. The 

elements that previously fostered the stability and success of an organizational form will 

no longer do so, Organizations will have to incorporate a very different set of etements 

to ensure legitimacy; to match the beiief systems of the new electronic institution, 



Table 4 illustrates the gap between the properties of electronic media and characteristics 

of bureaucracy. 

TABLE 4 

Characteristics of Weber's bureaucracy 

and properties of electronic media 

continuous o r g h t i o n  bound by d e s  
fïxed salary, life-long career 
acts, decisions and d e s  recordeci in writing 
strict discipline and control of officiais 
efficiency as a goal of an organization 
separation of person and office 
impersonality in execution of duties 
clearly defined hierarchy of offices 
clearly dehed spheres of cornpetence 
employment on the basis of technical 
qualincation, specialized training 
separation of administration and ownership 
of means of production 

Bureaucracy 
Weber's Ideai-Type 

transitory/permanent 
symbolic 
simultaneous 
subjective 
individualism 
inclusivenesdsegmentation 

Properties of 
Electronic Media 

Chapter Five identifid a number of emerging belief systems that will have an 

impact on the types of elements generated in the organisrntional environment. Restated 

as shifts between print and electronic media institutions, they are: 

h m  the organization to the individuai as the focus of attention and source of action 

in society, 

fiam stability to change as the desired state, 

h m  a sequential to a systemic view, but one where components can be reorganized 

indennitely, and 

fiam a place-dependent view of interactions, to "placelessness". 
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This four-point structure is, in some respects, arbiirary, for the purposes of 

setting a k e w o r k  for discussion Each media property can contribute to a variety of 

belief systems in an interconnecteci web. There will undoubtedly be many other shifts 

in belief systems attri'butable in çome meaçure to electronic media; however, the 

discussion here is M t e d  to the main ones influencing organizational structure. It must 

also be noted that there is a certain irony in using a simple, linear, cause and effect 

argument h m  the print institution to descnie a complex systemic shift driva by the 

emerging electmnic media institution. This is done for the sake of clarity of the 

argument, although at the nsk of ova-simplification. It must also be recognized that the 

belief systems and elements bct ion systemically. No single element accounts for any 

particular aspect of organizational structure, nor is it the product of any single belief 

system. That complexity, however. is almost impossiile to capture in a relatively short 

academic work. 

Institutionalized Elements 

Tbis Chapter discusses the belief systems identifid in Chapter Five in tenns of 

the new organkational ekments they are Likely to fosta. The speculative nature of 

some of the following discussion means that al1 the points cannot be iilustrated. 

However, concrete examples are provided where possible. 

1. The individual as the focas of attention and action in society 

Electmnic media are f o s t d g  a belief in the independence of, and contml by, the 

individual fa. beyond that encouraged by print. This diffusion of control h m  the 

organhtion to the individual is perhaps the most significant impact of electronic media 
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for organizational structure. It marks the emergence of individualism as a property 

influencing organkational structure, no longer constrained to the same extent by other 

properties of the print institution. 

Hage and Powers make a similar point when they argue that organizational 

structure must change to reflect the emergence of a qualitatively distinct form- of society 

- "a society in which social fabric at the individual level has undergone a fundamental 

alteration."' -The alteration reflects a shift between industrial society. with its 

organizational emphasis on d e s  that standardize, and pst-industrial society, with an 

emphasis on transfonning d e s  to individiialized cases? This suggests a number of 

potential changes in institutionalized elements. 

IndiMdualxZation 

One is a move away h m  the standardkation of bureaucracy as the nonn, to 

individuaikation - structures that pennit the treatment of individuals as individu& and 

not mernbers of a distinct group. Organizations would be expected to adapt to 

individual needs, through modXcation of d e s  and procedures, and through making it 

easy to deal with the organization. Those receiving services would be less willuig to 

accept rules and more demanding of services that reflect their personal needs, such as 

increased aexibility in receiving products and services. This can include flexible hours, 

24-hour m e s s  to services or service through a variety of channels. The latter is already 

1 Jerald Hage and Charles H. Powers, Post-Industrrà'al Lives; Roles and 
Relationships in the 21st Century (Newbury Park, Ca: Sage Publications, 1992), 21. 

2 Ibid., 69. 



present in the Canadian banking system, with services accessiile through branches, 

automated teller machines, telephone, or cornputer. In the federal govanment, the 

Department of Human Resources Development Canada is implernenting a new delivery 

network with client accessibility as a basic principle. The network includes links with 

non-profit and commhty organkzations and other levels of govetlllllent, and service via 

telephone and electronic kiosks? In this environment, efficiency may become defin& 

not in terms of cornpliance with standard procedures, but in accessibility of services, 

speed and respomiveness to individuals. hdeed, the Public Service 2000 Task Force on 

Service to the Public cited a dts-oriented focus and client service cuiture among the 

new management principles of the public service.' 

Another aspect of the shift away fbm standardization is the definition of fair 

treatment. In an electronic world view, fair treatment is no longer equal treatment, but 

equitable treatment Already, &CS of systemic disaimination have pointed out that 

applying the same d e s  to everyone is not the same as treating them equally. The 

circumstances of various segments of society must be taken into account. 

This may continue to expand in the electronic world view, to include the 

circumstances of individuals, not just those of designated groups in society. Mviduals 

may expect exceptions to be made if a strong enough case can be developed. This 

3 Herman Balcvis, "Getting the Giant to Kneel: a New Human Resources Delivery 
Network for Canada," in Alternative S m c e  Delivery: Sharing Governance in Canada 
(Toronto: KMPG Centre for Govemment Fomdation and The Institute for Public 
AnminiStration in Canada, 1997), 157, 

4 Public Sdce 2000: me Renewal of the Public Service of C d a  (Minister of 
Supply and Services Canada, 1990), 46. 



strongly suggests a move away h m  inflexi'ble d e s  and impersonai treatrnent as means 

of ensuring fairness. Indeed, the application of standardized d e s ,  the bedrock of fair, 

unbiased treabnent in bweaucracy, may increaSjIlgiy be seen as just the opposite, 

For example, personnel policies that are tightly contro11ed by centraiized human 

resources departrnents, which in a bweaucratic mindset are essential to fairness, could 

be perceived as unreasonable and discriminatory. btead, the organizational models 

could be more generaiist policies that serve as guidelines, with authority of 

interpretation in the han& of immeniate supervisors. The bureaucratie focus on rules 

and procedures may be replaced by a more flexi'ble approach, allowing a greater degree 

of latitude in decision making at the h n t  line or local level. Inconsistent application of 

guidelines may be seen as a strength, rather than a weakness, particularly in loosely 

coupled or highiy decentralized organizations. This suggests an organizational focus 

on outcomes, not processes. 

Tâe influences of individualism are not limited to the organization's external 

environment. Monahan et al suggest thae we are seeing the rise of organizational 

"citizens", who are "bringing to the organiliition a sovereign capacity to manage their 

own participation in organizational Life."' Associated with this, they have identifieci a 

trend toward individuals creaing and modifling their jobs within organizations, and a 

5 Susanne C. Monahan, John W. Meyer, W. Richard Scott, "Employee Training: 
The Expansion of Organhtional Citizenship," in Scott et ai, Imtitutional 
Environments, 257, 



shift in the focus of trainhg programs to personal growth and self management? They 

identifL the start of this latter shift as post World War II, which also paraliels the 

growing dominance of electronic media. 

Subjective bases for action 

A focus on individualized cases reduces the impersonal basis for action and 

draws in a more subjective component. Acceptance of diversity, also a factor in 

individuaikation, makes it more difficult to fïnd cornmon, objective bases for decisions 

and actions. That which, in a homogenous society, is perceived as objective can be 

perceived as biased in a diverse society. Purely objective criteria may be seen as 

incomplete, lacking in sufncient understanding for the individual. Subjective 

considerations may be called upon to fill the gap, as an addition to, rather than 

replacement for, objective criteria An example is victim impact statements, which have 

found a Limited role in the Canadian criminai court system. This type of input to 

decision making may migrate into other areas of society, including govemment and 

pnvate organizations. 

Rather than seeking to eradicate motion h m  the workplace, we see a trend in 

organhtiom to recognize and manage the exnotional states of workers. Examples are 

the introduction of Employee Assistance Programs to provide counseling services, and 

recognition of non-psychotic mental conditions by disability insurance plans. While 

these are commonly justined in t-s of economic benefits to the organization, there 

6 Ibid., 262-268. 



must stiU be a generalized public acceptance of issues such as these as appropriate for 

action by employers. 

Another example is Schon's retkctive practitioner, who re-incorporates the 

- intuitive and artistic into professional practice. Schon argues that the professions must 

recognize the value of intuition and tacit knowledge in their work, particuiarly in coping 

with cornplex problems traditionaily lefi to rationai, scientific methods.' 

Associated with a rejection of the impersond may be the growing rejection of 

bureaucratic and legal language. The piain language movement, active in North 

American business circles for a number of years, promotes less technicaily precise, but 

more user-fiiendly language. Rather than impersonal, passive constructions and 

specialized terminology, plain language uses common worûs, active grammatical 

stnictures, and hierd use of pronouns. Whiie this promotes understanding, the use of 

persona1 pronouns also speaks directly to the individual in a less impersonal tone. 

This is consistent with the bias of electronic media to subjective, emotional 

content. It points to the undennining of the print world view emphasizing objectivity, 

impersonality and detachment, characteristics which may serve less to legitimixe 

organizations and their actions than to delegitimize them. 

& as Corcoran suggests, public preference shifb to communications conveying 

symbolic content, then communication and image management fiinctions may become 

key elements to organizational success. Just as the absence of centralized human 

resources departments could reduce the legitimacy of a bureaucratic organization, the 

-- - 

7 Donald Schon, The Reflective Practitioner (New York: Basic Books, 1983). 
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lack of a fiinction focused on conveying the expected symbolic messages could 

çimilarly damage the legitimacy of organizations in the new electronic media society. 

2. Change as the desired state 

As argued in Chapter Five, the e1ectronic institution is likely to value change 

over stability. The bureaucratie characteristic of pexmanence will have less and less 

relevance in the electronic world. This is not to suggest a chaotic environment of 

constant change. While the services provided may be permanent, the organizational 

structures that deliver them may not. Moreover, changes in organizational structure 

may not be evident to recipients of the products or services. 

Temporary organriations 

Embracing the belief that change is the norm would increase acceptance of 

temporary organizational structures as appropriate and efficient. Early evidence of this 

is emerging in the fomi of joint ventures, strategic alliances and partuerships, formed to 

pursue a specific opportwiity. Beyond an economic necessity in a newly-wird world, 

these forms are becoming generally accepted as efficient, effective organizattional 

structures. As institutionalists would argue, these foxms may be diffirsing throughout 

the environment by emulation. However, the prerequisite for successfid difbion is a 

belief system that legitimizes the specinc elements of that organizational form; in this 

case, the electronic media institution. 

These temporary organizational structures may continue to evolve to a form 

where the large organilrition is actuaily a relatively small core around which uni6 are 



created, expand, contract, or are disbanded, depending on the demands of the 

organization and its enviroment, 

One such form, that makes strong use of electronic elements, is the organic 

mode1 descn'bed by Bennis. In this d e l ,  orgauizatïons are temporary systems, 

organized aromd a problem to be solved, consisting of group of diverse strangers 

selected for their professional skills- Bennis argues that "adaptive, temporary systerns 

of diverse specialists, solving problems, linked together by w-ordinatting and 

task-evaluative specialists in organic fiexibility, will g r a d d y  replace bureaucracy as 

we know it."' 

To a print mindset, this is an untenable proposition.. However, the structure is not 

foreign to human organi7ation. Consider the theater; for each production, a complex 

organization ofpeople is created, each chosen for their specinc skiIl set. This group 

becomes a cohesive organization for the duration of the project, then disbands and the 

individals move on to the next project. In the world of the theater, itself very much a 

product of ord culture, this is taken for granted- It is only in the world of bureaucracy, a 

print creation, that this structure is considered inappropriate. 
- 

Guidelines andfiomeworks 

The institutionaiized belief in constant change may foster a sub-belief that any 

given decision, any solution, is at best temporary. Situations will change, requiring new 

solutions. This would place less emphasis on precedence and more on the uniqueness 

8 Warren Bennis, Beyond Bweaucracy: Essays on the DeveIopment and 
Evolution of Human Organuation (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1993), 
13-14. 



and transitory nature of the situation being codionted- The past may be seen as 

increasingiy less relevant for conttemporary situations. With the decluie in precedence, 

Wntten d e s  would decline in perceived validity. Guidelines may replace hard and fast 

des.  Rather than prescribing or proscribing actions, these guidelines would act as 

frameworks withi. which decisions and actions are taken. They wouid exert a general 

cohesive influence on an o r g d t i o n ,  directing its activities toward a predetermined 

end but not spec-g the means to reach that end. The application of guidelines and 

specinc work processes could ciiffer radically h m  one segment of an organization to 

the next. This suggests, again, that outcomes, not processes, would be the focus of 

attention at the organizational level. 

3. A systemic view, where components are reorganized indefinitely 

The combination of the systemic viewpoint discussed in Chapter Five and the 

belief in continuous change could foster organizations in which component parts can be 

combined and recombineci within a larger ftamework. Not only would temporary 

organizations be accepted as appropnate, but their internai structures would be more 

fluid as weli. In par&icular, it would support the concept of an organization as a general 

firamework, within which segments cm be created, disbanded or otherwise altered, 

accordhg to the demands and opportunities of the organizational environment. 

A systemic view focuses more on overall outcomes, rather than on locaiized 

processes. Within this type of hmework, intemal restructuring would not necessarily 

be seen as indicative of organizational problems; but as rational and legitimate in the 

context of the overall organilation. 



Fïuid intmnal structures 

This suggests that cleariy delineated spheres of action would be seen as 

impediments, rather than aids to efficiency. Rather than being assigned to a department, 

workers may be assigned to several interdisciplinary work teams. They may be drawn 

h m  lwsely organized professional pools within the organization, which would provide 

them with specialized support in their profession. They would spend most of their tirne, 

however, on work teams outside the pool. This suggests that boundaries between units 

would be unstable and permeable. As members of a project team and also of a central 

pool, individuals would tramfer information, perspectives and loyaities between the 

two. 

The structures for this type of organization are emerging today. Organizational 

Intranets give individuals ready access to information of other units. The perception is 

much d.erent h m  that of, for example, receiving a written report. In the latter case, 

the originating unit develops the content and sen& it out, automaticaily or on request. 

In the case of an Intranet, the individual, in a sense reaches into the unit, selects and 

retrieves the required information as needed. Control over when to cross unit 

boundaries lies with the individual needing the information, not with the unit. 

Boundaries become perceived as much less signincant. 

The result is an "organic flexibility", such as that described by Bennis, but one 

that would not necessarily be apparent to those outside the organization. The public 

would see the identity of the overall co-ordinating structure, within which units and 

products may corne and go. We may, as a result, see a growth in organizational 



branding, as opposed to product branding, where it is the values of the organization that 

are represented by the corporate brand image, not speciiïc products? This would have 

the advantage of aüowing sufncient detachment between the image and the actual work 

pedomed to give the organization maximum fiexiiility in adapting to the demands of 

its environment. 

Similady, mission statements and guiding values, fiu h m  being fa&, may 

increasiagly be seen as important in providing overall direction to the organktion, as 

the means for achieving organîzational ends are increasingly left up to individual units 

and workm. 

The systemic view also p d t s  the erosion of bomdaries between the 

organization and aspects of its immediate environment. Extranets are already allowing 

clients selective access to organizational Intranets, eroding the boundary between the 

organization and its clients. For example, c h t  companies cm access insunuice 

Company databases to update mfonnation on their benefit plans, such as employee 

records. The work is being performed by the client's staff, at the client's office, but it is 

the insurer's centralized database that is being changed. To a print mindset, with its 

inherent belief in segmentation and clear-cut boundaries, this type of client access would 

be unacceptable, if not tbreatenhg. 

- - -- -- 

9 Richard Branson, "The Elastic Brand", Report on Business Magazine (January 
1997), 74. 



R e m  of generaikts 

As the systemic view places greater emphasis on co-ordinating and negotiating 

functions, we rnay see the re-emergence of the generalist and recently much-maligneci 

middle manager. This is reinforceci by the tendency to egalitarian structures, which 

encourage lateral rather than vertical interaction. 

This is not to suggest that generalists will replace specialists, but rather that we 

rnay see the nse of a new type of worker. The hcreased emphasis on consensus and 

collaboration among diverse units of a decentralized organkation will require a broader 

perspective. Workm must be able to identify the implications of actions beyond their 

own areas of specialty; solutions rnay cross boundaries of specialization. Bureaucratie 

compartmentaiization and emphasis on spheres of cornpetence could increasingly be 

seen as inhi'ibiting creativity and undermining efficiency. Stmctures must allow for 

overlap of duties and respo~l~libilities among individuais and units. Rather than being 

seen as jacks-of-all-trades, masters-of-none, generalsts rnay be seen as masters in their 

own right - that of collaboration and consensus. 

Thus, we rnay see the retum of the middle manager, but one whose hct ion  is 

not to furme1 idormation up and down the hierarchy, but to co-ordinate and negotiate 

between work units. 

A systemic viewpoint rnay also be the shift in the nature of 

organizational diversification. Previously, organizations diversifieci within their 

industry - verticaily by acquiring suppliers or vendors, or horizontaliy, by acquiring 

organizations produchg relatecl products. In either case, decisions on diversification 

reflected hear thinking. Increasingiy, however, diversification is crossing industries. 



Organizations are taking a much broder view of their purpose. Thus, we see the Royal 

Bank creating a subsidiary to help researchers tum laboratory ideas into commercial 

products. In addition to finiuicial and business plan support, the subsidiary is to be a 

clearing house for expertise on prototype development, technology, inteLIectuai and 

property protection - well beyond the traditionai purview of a bank." 

Banks are also teaming up with software developers to create new distribution 

chaaneis for financial services products. For example, the Bank of Montreal has fonned 

an alliance with Intuit, Inc. to use their Quicken hancial management software to 

provide financial services to customers via the Intemet." Cornpetition, then, may 

increasingly come f b m  disparate sectors, 6 t h  markets and services that, previously 

considered unrelated, are now perceived as logical candidates for expansion. 

Organizational diversification into these areas may be seen as showing foresight, rather 

than taking mecessary risks. 

The systemic outlook, by encouraging a focus on outcornes, also reinforces other 

emerging elements, such as the use of guidelines over rules, and the use of facilitative or 

negotiative models for interactions within organhtions and between organizations and 

the environment. The process, in terms of foilowing established procedures, becomes 

less important than the overall r d t ,  allowing more flexiiility in how r&ts are 

achieved. 

10 Richard Blackwell, "Royal Bank Launches Ideas Incubatort', me Financial Post, 
May 31,1997,13. 

I l  Internet, available at www.mbanx.com, accessed July 18, 1997. 



4, "Placelessness" 

The severing of the psychological link between physical location, social position 

and access to information bas a nurnber of implications for organizational structure. 

EgaIitmQllun management 

It has been shown that electronic media undermine traditionai sources of 

authority through increased access to information and previously private behavior. 

This, combineci with increased independence of the individual, suggests that rigid 

bureaucracy and top-down chains of command will be seen as outdated, More 

egalitarian structures may be constructeci out of ele~llents such as teams, with decision 

making powers diniised to the outer edges of the organization, rather than positions or 

departments at the center. Hage and Powers' network organizattion typines this type of 

structure, where decision making is no longer part of a hierarchy, but shared among 

autonomous units." 

Demands for individual services and the ability of technology to support 

decentralized operations are two factors supporthg this. However, decentralized 

decision making may be increasingly seen as a means of making organizations more 

efficient. Previously cenbalized, control-oriented hctions, such as communications, 

would see contrd and authority distributed throughout the organization. With 

decentralized control, any renaaining core bctions may instead be more focused on 

support and facilitation of the needs of various segments of the organization. The 

12 Hage, Post-Indusmal Lkves, 57. 
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command and control role of centralized departrnents in bureaucraties becomes more of 

a CO-ordiaating, guiding role. 

For example, the establishment of an Intranet within an organi7ntion requires the 

co-operation of a range of deparbnents, inc1udiag communications and information 

systems, as weii as aii  those contn'iuting information to the Intranet. Whereas with 

print media, the communication department wouid wntrol content and distribution of 

corporate information throughout the organization, under an Intranet, it assumes the role 

of facilitator, providing guidelines and setting standards. The various departments of 

the organization assume responsibility for dweloping and posting their own content. 

Workers assume responsibility for seeking out the information necessary to their jobs. 

Responsibility and authority diffiise to the h g e s  of the organization and the 

relationship becomes one of mutual support and service, not hieratchical control. 

In the case of IBM's Intranet, for example, there is no attempt made to vet 

information through a central source. Icons indicate the organizational level at which 

information was created and approved, providing workers with an indication of the 

reliability of that information." The role of the centraiized communications department 

is to provide content related to the overaii organizational image. 

The interactive, non-hierarchical nature of Intranets supports an analogy of an 

electronic community. Concemç such as abusive treatmnt of coiieagues become more 

of a community responsibility and less an organizational one. That is, individuals on 

13 Shel Holtz, "Do Your Intranet Right," Corporate Communications Conference 
VI (Chicago: Lawrence Ragan CommWUcatiom, Inc., April23, 1997). 



the Intranet assume responsl'bility for indicating when a coileague has contravened 

commmity standards of discourse." 

The print mindset of push communications, with the organhtion as controller 

and the worker as passive recipient, could not tolerate this approach. Not only would 

the loss of control be perceived as tbreatening by the organization but workers would 

also likely resist, considring it the organïzation's responsi'bility to deliver the 

information necessary for them to do their jobs- 

Authority vested in the indivlivlduai 

Another potentiai outcome is the vesting of authonîy in the individual, rather 

than the position In a world where information is restricted, access to information 

through position in a hierarchy becomes a source of authority. In a world where 

information is widely available, it is not access but application of information that 

counts. Application is linked more closely to the individual than to the position. 

Authority becomes earned, not assigneci. 

This has implications for the role of specialists. Rather than those with access to 

restricted information, specialists may instead be those who can interpret and apply that 

information. This shiA in focus may be one fmtor in the preoccupation with 

accreditation programs among a growing range of professions. Graphic designers, 

interior designers and public relations practitioners are among those who have been 

actively pursuing the implementation of accreditation programs through their 

professional associations. These programs often requhe a combination of education and 

14 Ibid. 



experience, not necessarily in years but in terms of the accumulation of a work poafolio. 

They include ongoing requirements that must be met to maintain the accredition once 

it has been achieved It is the ongoing nature of the cornmitment, and the requirement 

of experience, that makes this type of accreditation differetlt h m ,  for example, a 

university degree. It reflects the attitude of continuous change, that skills can f d  out of 

date. Tt also reflects the attitude that having access to the information sources of a group 

does not automaticaily confer professional legitimacy. Where previously, having the 

education and role within an organization was suflicient professional statu, now there 

must be an indication of individual accompiishment or worth. The status is attached to 

the individuai, not the position. 

This suggests the potential for loyalties at the professional level to shift fiom the 

organization to the profession. Ongoing employability is not linked to a particular job 

or employer, but to the ability to maintain good standing with the professional 

association. It is also a naturai outgmwth of an acceptauce of temporary organizations 

and an emphasis on the individual and on egalitarian structures. 

Deceniralization 

Where print faciiitated decentralization of physical facilities, it encouraged 

centralization of control. Electronic media encourage decenîralization of control. The 

physical source of the service may not be relevant, but the location of the decision 

making may be, ifdecisions must reflect local noms and beliefs. With a viewpoint 

born of the simuitaneity of the electmnic world, the public may have no tolerance for 

waiting for service or for assembly line service. ûrganizational structure will have to be 



flexiile enough, loosely coupled enough, to ailow for local decision making and, more 

importantly, for inconsistencies in senrice delivery and levels, depending on the locality. 

This is similar to the pre-print Medieval Europe, where local priests and monks had 

wide latitude in theu religious ceremonies, as long as they remained within broad 

outlines and did not attract the attention of Rome.'' Consistency may give way to 

diversity, reflecting local needs. 

Electronic media also facilitate decentralization by eliminating time as a 

concern. This permits effective CO-ornination of efforts, not possible with the t h e  

delays inherent in transmitting print messages. With print, co-ordination of large 

organizations could only be achieved through a highly centralized structure. Telephone, 

videoconfkrencing and email permit virtually the same level of co-ordination as if al1 

relevant parties were in the same room. 

The separation of activities h m  place also supports a much more extreme form 

of decentraiization - the virtuai organhtion. Such organizational structures are now 

being seen in the banking industry in Canada. Vancouver City Savings Credit Union, 

for example, has launched Citizen's Bank of Canada, a federally-chartered bank that will 

provide services exclusively through wmputer, automated t e k  machines and 

telephone.'' It has no formal physical presence in terms of buildings. Customers never 

deal face-to-face; indeed, if they conduct their business via the cornputer, they may 

never even talk with a person. The growth, albeit slow, of this type of structure 

15 Eisenstein, Agent of Change, 3 1 û-3 15. 

16 Ann Gibbon, "VanCity's VirtuaI Bank Off to Quiet S m ' '  The Globe and Mail, 
(January 21, 1997), B 1. 



indicates the magnitude of the shiff in belief systems that is occurring. In the prht 

world, the physical presence of the bank, in bricks and mortar, was a crucial part of the 

bank's image of stability and permanence. With Citizen's Bank, there is no previous 

nationai exposure or branch network to support an image of secUnty with its potential 

clients, yet customers are deaiing with the institution 

The virhial organization also pushes a level of wntrol of its services into the 

han& of its customers - perhps the ultimate in decentralization - with customers 

perfonning work previously done by the organization, and thus to an extent controhg 

their own service levels. Its existence depends on the customer accepting what is, in 

essence, a shift of responsibility h m  the organization, plus an increased measure of 

independence in determining service levels. 

A decentralized structure also permits organkations to respond to the various 

audiences that are Eely  to continue to emerge as the linlo'ng power of electronic media 

fosters group formation. These audiences may themselves have no link to place, and the 

organization must be prepared to respond wherever the demand arises. The single, 

monolithic organhtion presenting a united face to the world may be replaceci by a 

loosely CO-ordinated group or network structure with an imprecise, values-based 

organizational brand that can reflect the image necessary to secure local legitimacy. 

This has implications for some of the current core functions of bureaucratie 

structures. Whereas it was once musual to outsource wre functions such as personnel, 

a survey conducted in 1997 showd that threequarters of employers in the United States 

now outsource at least one human resources fimction, such as b d t  plan 

addstration." With the acceptance of temporary structures and permeable 
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organizational bomdaries, outsourcing key fùnctions becomes acceptable. 

Alternatively, personnel hct ions may be diffiised throughout the organization. 

Conclusion 

InstitutionaIist authors have identifid some of the changes discussed here. Scott 

et al identifL expanded individuaiism as the source of a number of changes in 

organisrationai structure, arguing that as fornial organizations 

become more shucturally cornplex, they lose a great deal of imperative 
authority, they take on network (or matrix) forms, and develop "staff" 
hctions and elaborated white-collar and management elements, and they 
emphasize lateral and coordinator relations. The bureaucratic forms 
envisioned by the Europeans (e.g. Weber and Fayol) tend to disappear, and 
the word bureaucracy is replaced by the looser tenn organluition." 

They also note that organizations must deal with "rather forward and much 

differentiated people", and that these people "corne equipped with quaiities that directly 

fit into (modified) formal organi~ation".~~ In their argument, individuaiism is the 

institution fostering the change, and is defïned prirnarily in terms of individual rights 

and status. This leads to a vexy print-oriented view of the individual as "an 

organizational member, not a private e~~ti ty, ' '~~ and of the elaboration of s t a o  hctions. 

17 "US. Sets the Pace in Outsourced HR", Group Healthcare Management, 5, no. 3 
(May 1997), 9. 

18 Scott et al, "Institutional Environments and Kndividuality," in Iiwtiîutional 
Environmen&, Scott et al, 21 3. 

19 Ibid., 209. 

20 Monahan et al, "Employee Training," in Scott, et ai, Institutional Environment., 
269. 



Taking electronic media as the institution, with individualism as a property of this 

institution, places individuaiisrn in a broader context that reveaIs a more comprehensive 

set of sh ih  that is uuderway. 

Electronic media are becoming the dominant institution inauencing 

organizatiod structure. The beiief systems associated with electronic media are 

leading to the emergence of a number of elements h m  which new, very different 

organhtional stnichrres may be assemb1ed. These new elements are summarized in 

Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2 

The Electronic Institution and Orgauizational Structure 

fiuid forms 
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To be perceived as legitimate in this new environment, organizations will have to 

incorporate at least some of these emetging elements. At the same tirne, the elements 

h m  which bureaucraties are built are slowIy bsing legiimacy. In particular, 

hierarchy, stanàardized d e s  and procedures, and centrakation, may become 

handicaps to organizational success. 

Following the neoinstitutional model, the incoqoration of these new elements 

would bring an organiration in h e  with societal cognitive and normative beliefs and 

thus increase its chances of success. Ifsuccessfbl new organizattionai types emerge, the 

theory suggests they wiU become models for emulation and diffuse thmughout the 

environment. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Conclusion 

. . . a socieîy w l h  mty-Jrst century engineering 

but ninetemth-century perception 

-Arthur KToker 

The organizational elements discussed here should wme as no surprise to any 

student of organizational theory. They have been widely studied and discusseâ by a 

variety of researchers. The purpose of this paper is not to identifir s tarhg  new 

structures, but to propose a theory explaining why these particular structures are 

emerging, and to suggest the general direction of their evolution. 

The argument here relies heady on neoinstihitionalism. In arguiug that 

organizational structure rdects fiindamentai belief systems in the wider environment, 

and not the actuai work of the organization, neoinstitutionalisrn provides the bridge 

between the broad thwries of the impact of media, and the specific structures of 

organizations, aiiowing us to make the link between belief systems and organizational 

structures. Neoinstitutionalism gives a primary role to the environment without being 

purely detemunistic, ncognizing a .  element of choice in the selection of organizational 

elements. It also suggests a means for change through the addition or deletion of 

organîzational elements Erom the environment. 

The argument presented here is much more comprehensive than purely economic 

or technology-based arguments. While these arguments can offer insights on what is 

happening, they do not give a satisfactory account of why. Why do particular elements 



and particular structures emerge at particular points in history? It is not only that 

markets or technologies make these types of structures possible, but that the belief 

systems fostered by the institutions of electronic media make them acceptable, or even 

necessary for success. It also considers an underdeveloped area of neoinstitutionalisrn; 

namely the nature of the relationship between the wider societal environment and 

o r g ~ t i o n a l  structure. 

Critical to this argument is the treatment of dominant communication media as 

hmework institutions in a society. IdenifLing media as institutions helps to separate 

their effects h m  both the specinc technology (such as the radio or tekphone) and h m  

their content. Once media are viewed in this light, the iink between media, society and 

organizational structure becomes clear. Equaliy important is the definition of media in 

very broad tenns, to shift focus away fkom the technology, and on to the properties 

inherent in each media group. 

It is not the intent here to suggest that any particular element will emerge or any 

organizational form is inevitable. There are many impedirnents to the emergence of 

these new organizational structures. Secondary institutions that emerged fiom the print, 

such as legal, regulatory and legislative systems, will be slow to change, although as this 

paper has attempted to show, change is already being felt throughout society. These 

secondary institutions, however, are subject to the belief systems of our society, and will 

evolve as  those belief systems fail to support their continuation in their print 

institutional fom. 



It is unlikely that the elecîronic institution will entirely displace print. As Ong 

noted, media do not cancel each other out, but build on one another. Electronic media 

themselves are a hybnd. Pmperties of the print institution will remain, absorbed by the 

new e1ectronic media, just as properties of oral media lingered long after Gutenberg, and 

re-emerged with elecronic media The Internet, in particda., continues to make heavy 

use of the written word to communicate complex information - a situation it is diff7cult 

to imagine changing. 

Further Research 

There are a number of areas of potentialiy fÏuïtful research spinning off fiom this 

line of study. The rise of the communication professionals, the proverbial spin doctor, 

can be analyzed as an organizational response to the widening gap between 

organizational structure and public expectations - an attempt to manipulate images 

rather than change the elements fbm which they are constructed. 

Another is the implications of the emerging organizaional structures and 

chan- public beliefs, for regulation and the role of regdatory agencies, and for public 

accountability of goverrunent organizattions. The skili requirements for workers in the 

new electronic world bears elaboration, not in terms of using the technology, but of 

working in the new organirational structures. What changes might occur in educational 

systems as a resuit? What changes might occur in the design of work places, if units and 

entire organizations become temporary? What are the implications for urban design, for 

the inErastructures built up to support the permanent structures of industrialized society? 



At a very broad level, another area for speculation is the social implications of a 

society structured WEe the world of acting, dominated by ternporary organjzations with 

transitory relationships. For example, would the provision of pensions and medicai care 

at the social level, as with CPP and medicare, become perceived as more effective than 

the private system in the United States? 

A final area that might be particularly enlightening is the study of changes in 

power structures in organkations and in society at large, that might accompany these 

media sbifts. 

The Human Contest 

Sorne institutionalists have resisted being labeled detemiinistic in theïr approach 

to organizationai structure. Despite a lingering concem with the pitfâils of determinism, 

identifieci at the outset, this argument does show a decidedly determinïstic slant. 

However, it is perhaps a "soft" determinism, in that it is one that recognizes that 

ultimately media cannot create, but only expose and enhance, human characteristics. 

Fundamentally, then, the control lies not with media, but within ourselves, in human 

nature. 

The effects of media must be separated h m  both the technology and the specific 

content. Innis and McLuhan tried to do this, to get at the unique properties that affect 

the developmental path a society takes. They, dong with Ong and Eisenstein, saw 

media as danc ing  existing human tendencies, rather than creating new ones. 

Regardless of the medium, its impact was felt because of a human inclination in that 

direction. The medium heightened or uncovered the predisposition, but did not create it. 



Thus print fostered our rationai, abstract, linear aspects, while electronic media draw out 

the subjective and symbolic in us. 

This also means that in these shifts, it is our perceptions that are changing, not 

any type of objective, measurable reality. Our perceptions are being opened to a 

dinerent range of possi'bilities. Print spoke to the rationai, individualistic aspects of 

human nature and allowed us  to build up boundaries. Eiectronic media cal1 on ou .  

intuitive, creative, exnotional side, allowing us to break down some of those boundaries. 

Although the outward changes may appear obvious and, with the cognitive tools of the 

print world, disturbing, it is the interna1 change, in how we think about our world, that 

wili have the lasting impact. 

The invisible process of change, and the subversive effects of media are what 

make it imperative to study this evolution. If we do not understand how media work, 

then the new institution of electronic media will becorne our taken-for-granted reality, 

unquestioned and unchallenged. 
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